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Abstract

We address the problem of inducing the grammar of an under-resourced language, Yorùbá,
from the grammar of English using an efficient and linguistically savvy, constraint solving
model of grammar induction - Womb Grammars (WG). Our proposed methodology employs
Womb Grammars in parsing a subset of noun phrases of the target language Yorùbá, from
the grammar of the source language English, which is described as properties between pairs
of constituents. Our model is implemented in CHRG (Constraint Handling Rule Grammars)
and has been used for inducing the grammar of a useful subset of Yorùbá noun phrases.
Interesting extensions to the original Womb Grammar model are presented, motivated by
the specific needs of Yorùbá and similar tone languages.

Keywords: property grammars, constraint handling rules grammar, constraint handling
rules, womb grammars, linguistics, Yorùbá.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem Statement

Grammatical induction also known as grammatical inference has its roots in a variety of
separate fields, and this explains why it has wide applicability. It is intuitively a difficult
problem to solve and the precise difficulty of a particular inference problem is determined
by the complexity of the target language, and the information available to the inference
algorithm about the target language. Naturally, simpler languages and more information
both lead to easier inference problems.

In the case of natural language, the difficulty of grammar induction is influenced by
many factors. First, natural languages have a very large lexicon and new words are added
so often, so that for instance, thousands of words are added to the lexicon of English
every year. Second, the words in the lexicon can be combined together to form an infinite
number of phrases, sentences and structures larger than the word. Also, because language
is dynamic, new stuctures are constantly developed. Third, is the problem of ambiguity
which results in the same word having different entries in the lexicon, having different
meanings in different contexts or other semantic, syntactic or pragmatic ambiguity. These
factors, and several others like the unrestrictive nature of language, language change through
language contact, language borrowings, grammatical errors, code mixing and more, make
grammatical inference in natural language a very hard problem.

Grammar induction ultimately aims at extracting meaning (semantics) from text. It is
formal grammars that specify relationship between text parts of speech such as nouns, verbs,
and adjectives and syntax: the implicit structure. However, we focus on efficiently inferring
a linguistically accurate syntactic structure of input phrases, as well as syntactico-semantic
relationships (such as features, see chapter 4.2) responsible for certain semantic structures
and we explicitly output this relationship for conditional properties. All other semantics
relationships analysis are beyond the scope of this work. Scientifically, we wanted to explore
to what extent the parsing-as-constraint-solving paradigm of Natural Language Processing
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problem solving could achieve a great degree of linguistic descriptive formality without
sacrificing efficiency, in the realm of grammar induction and in particular for inducing
Yorùbá, which is a severely under-resourced and endangered.

1.2 The Motivation

Language endangerment and death has been of serious concern in linguistics and language
policy making. Close to seven thousand languages are currently spoken in the world, the
majority of which are understudied and endangered. It has been said that an alarming 50
to 90 percent of languages will be extinct by the end of the century [79].

For various reasons, some speakers of many minor, less studied languages may learn to
use a different language from their mother tongue and may even stop using their native
languages. Parents may begin to use only that second language with their children and
gradually the transmission of the native language to the next generation is reduced and may
even cease. As a result, only the elderly in such communities may use the native language,
after a while, there may be no speakers who use the language as their first or primary
language and eventually the language may no longer be used at all. Thus, a language may
become extinct, existing perhaps only in recordings, written records and transcription and
languages which have not been adequately documented completely disappear.

Linguists cannot keep up with the study of these languages even for educational pur-
poses, and there is a growing need for their automatic processing as well, since the amount of
text sources grows much faster than humans can process them. To make matters worse, most
linguistic resources are poured into English and a handful of other “first world” languages,
leaving the vast majority of languages and dialects under-explored. Clearly, automating
the discovery of an arbitrary language’s grammar would render phenomenal service to the
study and preservation of linguistic diversity.

1.3 Our Contribution

We adopt a novel grammar induction model, called, Womb Grammars (WGs), developed
by Dahl and Miralles [43]. WGs employ a property based methodology, which, relies on the
grammar of a source language to induce the grammar of a target language. WGs assume
that the grammar of the source language is correct and that the lexicon and input phrases
of the target language are correct and representative of phrases in the target language. It
adopts a constraint satisfaction approach whereby input phrases of the target language are
tested for satisfaction and unsatisfied constraints provide a lead for the reconstruction of
the target grammar using the source grammar.

In this work, WGs are used to induce the grammar of a subset of noun phrases in
Yorùbá, from that of an English grammar with same coverage [42]. We use English as
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our source language and Yorùbá as the target language. English was chosen as the source
language for various reasons, especially because, it is a language the author can speak and
write fluently. English also has a wide audience, and, we believe that it will be easier for a
wider audience to understand the WGs model using a language as source such as English,
whose structure is well known. Using a well known language eliminates the need for the
reader to in addition to understanding the WG model, learn and understand the structure
of two less known languages (source and target languages). Also, because English is a
language which has been well studied by linguists, many linguistic resources are available
and easily accessible, and this made creating a correct property grammar (details in section
4.1) easier than using any language which has less resources easily accessible. The author’s
formal training in linguistics and native speaker competence in Yorùbá also made Yorùbá a
desirable language as the target. Since we need a correct grammar of both the source and
target language, English and Yorùbá languages were thus, the most accessible languages
for this task. In fact, the success achieved from using English to induce the grammar of
Yorùbá, reveals that, it is possible to use WGs for any pair of languages, including unrelated
languages, although with some modifications.

The novel approach of WGs, needs neither a pre-specified model family, nor parallel cor-
pora, nor any of the typical models of machine learning and works for more than just specific
tasks such as disambiguation[43]. It automatically transforms a given (task-independent)
grammar description of a source language, from just the lexicon of the target language and
a representative input set of correct phrases in the target language.

The syntactic descriptions of the source and the target language subset addressed are
stated in terms of linguistic constraints (also called “properties” in linguistic literature)
between pairs of constituents, although for the target language constraints we depart from
the classic formalism [23] in view of Yorùbá motivated extensions. This allows us a great
degree of modularity, in which constraints can be checked efficiently through constraint
solving.

This work differs from the previous model[43] in the following ways:

1 A failure driven approach was adopted in previous models, however we use a failure
conscious and success conscious approach (details in chapter 5.2.1).

2 Previously, WGs tested each property for failure only once in the entire input phrases,
however, due to the peculiarities of Yorùbá, we test each property for failure and
success in each input phrase (details in chapter 5.2.1).

3 While the grammar of the target language is implied from the level of satisfaction of the
properties tested, we explicitly reconstruct the grammar of the target language from
that of the source language(details in 5.3).
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4 We induce conditional properties that involve the features of each word of the target
language (details in chapter 5.3.7).

5 We provide a count of the number of times each property fails and / or succeeds. This
is to enable users to have a deeper insight to how often or otherwise a property fails
and / or succeeds in a language (more in 5.2.2).

6 The previous version used only two traits (which we refer to as features) in describing
each word. We, however, introduce four additional features including tone. This
makes this version adaptable to other languages including tone languages (details in
chapter 4.2).

7 We provide a record of English gloss for every word in the target phrase (details in chapter
5.2.4).

8 Previously, only properties present in the source language can be inferred for the target
language. However, we extend this model to infer some properties which are present
in the target language but absent in the source (details in chapter 5.2.6). Morpho-
logically rich languages like Russian, may require an additional module to handle the
morphology of the language.

9 We explicitly output each failed and/or succeeded property, the word boundaries and
phrase boundaries for each input phrase (details in chapter 5.2.5)

10 Gender and number are syntactically defined in Yorùbá and as a result, we explicitly
update the gender and number of certain words in context according to Yorùbá rules
(more in chapters 3.5, 5.2.7).

11 While previous models of WGs do not test input phrases for constituency, this model
explictly tests the constituency property (details in chapter 5). We explicitly test for
constituency to ensure our system does not add the constituents in the source lanuage
that are absent in the target language.

12 We use a context-free grammar of the target language to evaluate the correctness of our
model.

Our results in applying and adapting the WG model for inducing Yorùbá noun phrases
show that this model compares favourably with others in solving the grammar induction
problem: it combines linguistic formality with efficient problem solving, and can transfer
into other languages, including languages in which tones have a grammatical and / or
semantic function.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review: Grammar
Induction

There are multiple levels of language analysis and [39] divides the structure of human lan-
guage into Phonology, Morphology, Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics. The multiple levels
of language interact beginning in the case of spoken language with the sounds produced
(phonology) to the meanings (semantics, pragmatics) that those sounds express.

Phonetics delves into the realm of speech sounds also referred to as phones and is
fundamental to the entire field of liguistics. Phonology studies the processes responsible
for phone patterns in a language. It focuses on groups of phones that are equivalent for
a given language (allophones), groups of sounds that account for meaning distinction in a
language (phonemes) and processes such as for instance assimilation which determine these
variations. An example is, the plural marker s which is realized as z in boys and as s in books
because of an assimilation process that is responsible for the plural marker being realized
as z after voiced sounds or vowels and as s after voiceless sounds.

Morphology focuses on word formation. Phonemes in turn are the constituents of mor-
phemes (minimal meaningful word segments) and these are building blocks for words (words
are a combination of one or more morphemes). Word formation processes using inflections,
derivations, compounding, affixes, reduplications and more are studied in the field of mor-
phology. Syntax studies how words are grouped into phrases and / or clauses, such as
noun phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases adjective phrases and prepositional phrases. It
is a set of rules for arranging words into more complex units of language (sentences) and
which arrangment is grammatically correct in a language. Theories like universal grammar,
transformational generative grammars, syntactic trees and other syntactic compositions are
studied in the field of syntax.

At still higher levels of semantics and pragmatics, the focus is on linguistic meaning con-
veyed through language. While semantics focuses on lexical (morpheme and word meaning)
and compositional meaning (phrasal and sentence meaning), pragmatics is concerned with
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meaning of language in context. In semantics, the meaning of morphemes, words and
phrases combine to provide meaning for the sentence [39].

Techniques have been developed for language analysis at all of these multiple levels.
However, we will focus on syntax which has been studied by many researchers.

2.1 Grammar Induction

2.1.1 A general overview of grammar induction

Grammar induction “is a method of inquiry that tries to understand the computations
involved in making inferences about grammars from observations under a variety of different
learning scenarios.” [58]. The “grammar” in “grammar induction” are models of knowledge
representation that may include the formalisms, logics, rules, constraints, and structures
that compose the systems underlying natural language. “Induction” refers to the process
involved in acquiring knowledge through hypotheses and observations [58].

“A grammar G is a finite representation that describes a (possibly infinite) language
GL” [58]. A language from a formal perspective is a set of finite or infinite strings, and
the corresponding language is called a finite or infinite language respectively. A grammar
thus, represents a language and the grammar of a language can be viewed as a theory of
the structure of the language. Also, a grammar is based on a finite number of observed
sentences which may also be referred to as a corpus, and this is projected to an infinite
set of grammatical sentences. This is achieved by establishing general grammatical rules
which are framed in terms of hypothetical constructs (phonemes, morphemes, etc) of the
language under analysis. A properly formulated grammar therefore should determine the set
of grammatical sentences of a language unambiguously [33]. Grammar has been categorised
into prescriptive, descriptive, formal and generative grammars [34].

Prescriptive grammars prescribe authoritative norms for a language regarding how peo-
ple should talk and write and / or how not to talk and write. The prescriptive grammar
thus serves to mold the spoken and written language of a particular class of people to some
acceptable standard or norm. For instance, in English, a noun and a verb is expected to
agree in number, so that John sings is considered grammatical, and correct while for John
sing the opposite is the case. These kinds of rules are prescriptive grammar rules of a
language [34].

Descriptive grammars attempt to describe actual usage of a language rather than enforce
rules arbitrarily. Studying the properties of languages and clarifying the basic conceptions
that underlie them is useful for arriving at a theory of linguistic structure. Scientific theories
are based on a certain finite set of observations and, by establishing general laws stated in
terms of certain hypothetical constructs, it attempts to account for these observations, to
show how they are interrelated, and to predict an indefinite number of new phenomena. The
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first step in the linguistic analysis of a language therefore, is to provide a finite system of
representation for its sentences based on certain finite set of observations [33]. A descriptive
grammar of English for instance will say that determiners precede nouns and nouns are
compulsory constituents of English noun phrase. This kind of grammar only says what is
discovered through observations of a finite set of expression otherwise known as a corpus.

A formal grammar is a precise symbolic representation of a grammar, usually specified
by a system of rules and they can be used to either generate grammatical sentences or parse
sentences in order to discover their grammatical structure. The grammar a formal grammar
represents can either be descriptive or prescriptive in nature. A formal grammar is a 4 tuple
G = ( N, Σ, P, S) such that:

1. N is a finite set of non-terminals

2. Σ, is a finite set of terminals and is disjoint from N

3. P, is a finite set of production rules

4. S ∈ N, is the start symbol

Formal grammars are usually represented with grammatical symbols in order to avoid am-
biguity. Chomsky [34] identified four hierachies for formal grammars: free or unrestricted
grammars, context-sensitive grammars, context-free grammars and regular grammars [58].
These hierarchies of grammar are representations of different types languages.

1 Free or unrestricted grammars, also called type zero grammars or recursively enumerable
grammars are grammars accepted by Turing machines (more details in appendix D).
Logic grammars are examples of type zero grammars [2]

2 Context-sensitive grammars are the second level of the hierarchy and they are accepted
by linear bounded automata. Their rules are of the form: αAβ, → αBβ; S → ϵ,
Where A, S ∈ N; α, β, B ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗; B ̸= ϵ. Grammars of some natural languages,
e.g germanic languages are context sensitive (more details in appendix D).

3 The third hierarchy, context-free grammars are grammars in which the left-hand side
of each production rule consists of only a single nonterminal symbol. Grammars of
many natural languages can be defined with context-free formalisms. For example,
the context-free rule NP → D, N is a rule that rewrites any occurrence of NP (noun
phrase) into an occurrence of a D (determiner) and a N (noun) in English noun phrases
(more details in appendix D).

4 Regular grammars are those where the left hand side is only a single nonterminal symbol,
and the right-hand side is also restricted. The right side may be the empty string, a
single terminal symbol, or a single terminal symbol followed by a nonterminal symbol
(more details in appendix D).
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Generative grammars are a variety of formal grammars borne out of the view that
humans have an innate language faculty which is reflected in how sentences are generated
by a subconscious set of procedures. These procedures are part of our cognitive abilities so
that when children learn their native languages, they acquire specific rules that determine
their choice of words, how words are strung together to form phrases, sentences etc as well
as the meanings these expressions convey. These rules are learned in a relatively short time
with little or no conscious effort from the children and these rules interact with each other
in complex ways. The goal of generative grammar is to model these procedures in order to
generate the grammar of a language. In other words, finding a procedure to figure out what
humans subconsciously know about the grammar of a language. In generative grammar, the
means for modeling these procedures is through a set of formal grammatical rules [34, 33].
In English, for example, information such as: the subject of a sentence precedes a verb,
can be encoded as a generative rule using a formal grammar symbolism. These rules are
referred to as generative grammars because they are thought to generate the sentences of
a language. Tree adjoining grammars, affix grammars and attributive grammars are some
examples of generative grammars [60].

Grammar induction is influenced by formal language theory which studies how knowl-
edge regarding a natural language can be modeled with a formal language. For instance,
a formal language is useful for modelling the knowledge of which sentences in a natural
language are well formed such that the formal language contains all and only those se-
quences of well formed sentences [58]. In phonology for example, there are some sequences
of phonemes (words) which a native speaker of any language would recognize as not being
a part of their language. This is not because they know all the words of their language,
but because they have the innate knowledge of well-formed combinations of sounds, and
this can be modeled with a formal language that comprises all and only those sequences of
phonemes which make up the plausible well-formed words of the language.

In order to represent a finite 1 language, one can simply return a list of all strings
in the set. This however becomes impossible, if we try to do the same for an infinite
2 language. So that, instead of trying to return the (infinite) list of all strings in the
set, we can resort to grammatical devices such as recursive rewriting rules for example
Sentence→ Nounphrase, V erbphrase, that allow us to describe an infinite set of sentences
with a finite set of grammar rules. In order to represent an infinite set with finite means
therefore, there arises the need for a grammar to provide a finite description of ways of
combining words into sentences, like our recursive rewriting rule above. This grammar is
denoted by a finite representation of the words and sentences of these formal languages,
thus making it possible to accommodate any plausible combination of well-formed strings
of the language [58]. For example, property grammars introduced by [23, 22] is a grammar

1A finite language is one that contains a finite number of strings.
2An infinite language is one that consists of an infinite number of strings.
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representation formalism for expressing a possibly infinite set of sentences through a finite
set of property descriptions such as precedence, requirement, uniqueness, etc, properties
of language and can accommodate any plausible combination of ’well-formed’ categories of
a language. In essence, to describe languages, which may be finite or infinite, we require
predefined grammars (or we need to define them ourselves), and each grammar represents
its own finite or infinite language.

The grammatical inference process involves extracting language information from a lan-
guage model by means of an oracle 3. The language model can be a description, represen-
tation, or model of the correct phrases, sentences or any structure of the language. The
oracle can be a human expert, also called an informant, who provides information about the
language, the world wide web, a treebank or anything that can provide the required infor-
mation. The oracle provides the learner or grammatical induction model with information
which typically consists of strings according to the model, and it accesses the information
from a grammar, description, representation, or language model available to it. The learner
uses the aforementioned information to create its own model of the language, also known
as the induced language and / or grammar [58].

The grammar induction model usually has access to some language data which may be
sequential [67] or structured (graphs, words, trees etc) and is asked to return a grammar of
the language to be learned (we will refer to the language to be learned as target language
henceforth) which consists of a model of the target language and includes an explanation
or a labelling of the input data. The explanation or labels can be parts of speech tags,
a label of whether an expression is well-formed or not, or any other label or description
desired. For instance, our womb grammar model has access to data: correct phrases and
a lexicon of the target language, and returns a grammatical description of the structure of
input phrases in the target language, described in the property grammar formalism.

3An oracle is an entity in the learning environment (if a parent, I would not call him or her a “learning
environment”) that provides information from the language that is to be learned.
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Figure 2.1: A General Process of Grammar induction

From figure 2.1, for example, in WGs, the oracle is a human expert who provides example
noun phrases and words in the lexicon, and these are used as input for the WG system. The
examples received from the oracle is the language model input as in figure 2.1, the oracle is
the human expert, the learner is the constraints in the WG model and the language model
output is the property grammar output of the target phrases (more details in chapter 6).

Formal and empirical grammar induction have been mentioned in [58]. The formal ap-
proach is concerned with whether specific families of languages as a whole can be efficiently
identified under certain conditions. The results are shown by providing formal, mathe-
matical proofs of learnability. Empirical induction is however concerned with grammatical
inference of specific individual languages. The results are a specification or approximation
of the grammar of the language. We will focus on empirical approaches.

2.1.2 The different paradigms for grammar induction

Speed, convergence of learning, type of input data (labelled or unlabelled) and quantity
of resources needed to learn are some criteria usually imposed on the language data in
order to secure a learning result. For instance, the criteria for a specific grammar induction
task may be to ensure that the data is representative of the target language, or to use
correct samples from the target language, or even to use a combination of both correct
and incorrect samples, etc. The results of a grammar induction task can be measured
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as a specific number of iterations, a convergence to a predetermined good solution, etc,
and these criteria are used in different learning scenarios(active learning, probablistic, or
non-probablistic scenarios, etc). For instance, our womb grammar model requires that only
correct words and phrases of the target language are used for induction. The learning result
is also secured when all phrases have been tested with all relevant constraints (more of this in
chapter 6). In a non-probablistic setting [53], the criteria is such that the learner has access
to a “never ending” supply of information about the target language. These could be actual
strings of the language or labelled strings, each label indicating whether or not the string
belongs to the target language. Positive samples are made of strings or sequences over an
alphabet which are in the target language and negative samples are made of a set of strings
or sequences over an alphabet not belonging to the target language [32, 48, 86, 46]. The
probablistic setting however extends the criteria of the non-probablistic setting to include
probabilities for learning distribution [58].

In another setting called active learning [15], no data is directly available at first, or,
only unlabeled data is available. The inductive model is therefore expected to induce or
learn, as well as query the environment in order to obtain its data and / or a labeling of its
data. Membership queries and equivalence queries are two important queries in this setting.
The learner tries to find out if a certain string belongs to the language or not by asking an
oracle questions in what is called a membership query. In equivalence queries, the learner
can present the oracle with a candidate grammar and is expected to either answer yes, or
provide the learner with a counter-example [58]. Active learning uses a technique called
selective sampling to select the most informative examples, from a pool of unlabeled data
and the learner is able to determine the most informative samples through a predetermined
criteria. Selective sampling is usually achieved using two major methods: committee-based
sampling and certainty based sampling [15]. While the former relies on a group of learners
which have different hypotheses regarding the learning task, the later are those which select
samples which a single learner is least confident of, as determined by some selection criterion.

Active learning reduces the amount of human-annotated training data needed to train
models and it has been relevant for learning low-resource languages which do not have large
corpuses [90]. An active learning process thus involves a number of examples, batch size,
supervised learner, data set and a stopping criterion. The supervised learner is trained with
the input examples; the batch size is the number of examples that are queried or sampled
from the unlabeled pool, and added to the training pool at every iteration. The stopping
criterion is the condition that ensures the learning process ends at some point. It can be
either a desired performance level or the number of iterations. The iterative process of
training, selecting samples and annotation is thus repeated until there’s a convergence or
after a number of iterations. Evaluation is usually by comparing the learner’s performance
with a traditional parser’s. The active learner is said to have a better performance than
the traditional parser if the number of labelled data used to achieve the performance level
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is lower than that used for the traditional parser. The performance level is also determined
by comparing the results with those of the test set at every iteration [58].

Learning settings like online learning, interactive learning, and batch learning have also
been explored [58] and the learner can access data either as samples, via access to a simulator
[15], or by running experiments. The learning model which can also be called a learning
algorithm, induction model or an inference model is at least partially automatic and the
model can then be used to compress, classify or provide a model for input data. In the case
of language, input data can be words, phrases, sentences or any other language structure
and the inference model is used to provide the grammatical information for instance, the
syntactic information the data conveys.

2.1.3 Supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised models

A grammar induction paradigm based on the type of information its input contains can
belong to three classes: supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised models and this
grouping is based on the input data type [58]. In supervised learning, the input data is
usually annotated manually by a qualified professional and the human expert would label
the set of instances that will be used for the induction process. The process of labelling
the data is a tedious and expensive process which requires high level skill and attention to
detail in order to avoid errors. The more labeled instances the induction model has access
to, the more precise the output, so that the amount of annotated data needed to reach a
desired quality is time-consuming. The advantage of using hand labelled inputs is that the
system can be better controlled: the system for instance, can be made more efficient by
ensuring that only non-redundant / relevant data, is available during the learning process.
For example, a system designed to induce the structure of noun phrases can be made to
have access to only noun phrase examples [59, 53].

Unsupervised learning does not use labeled data but attempts to find out similar patterns
in the data to determine the output. This approach was motivated because of the scarcity
of annotated data and the cost of producing one. Semi-supervised learning is a method that
uses both labelled and unlabelled data and the labeled data is used to help with labeling
the unlabeled data.

2.1.4 Formalisms of Grammar induction and results

Several formalisms are being used to describe natural languages and many grammar in-
duction algorithms have been developed to induce deterministic finite automaton [30],
context-free grammars [31], tree automaton [74], categorial grammars, stochastic automata
[30], stochastic context-free grammars [63], probablistic grammars [92], property grammars
[7, 4, 3] and more. These algorithms have been differently classified according to the various
features of the induction process.[13] provided a classification based on the underlying learn-
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ing paradigm into: models based on Categorial Grammar, memory-based learning models,
evolutionary computing models, and string-pattern searches. In [49], grammar induction
methods are classified according to the type of input, which have been split into methods
that learn from a tagged dataset and methods that learn from untagged / raw data of text.
Classification as tag-based and word-based methods are also described [40], [46].

Categorial grammars are a lexicalized theory of grammar that does not include a separate
collection of rules for combining words. Rather, lexical categories of words such as nouns
and adjectives constitute functions that determine how these words can combine with other
categories [56]. They are said to be a foundation for many unsupervised models mainly
because the lexicon and the grammar are induced in the same task. It has been said to
be useful for producing a realistic psychological model of human language acquisition and
also for simpler and more efficient algorithms for the complex task of grammar induction
[13]. Memory-based models are those used to abstract information from a given data whilst
retaining all information and maintaining accuracy. It is useful in the analysis of unseen
data and its good performance is due to the fact that it does not forget any training
examples. Evolutionary computing models on the other hand use techniques similar to the
evolution process that humans use to learn, understand and communicate using language
to develope language acquisition devices. This approach though complicated is useful for
allowing natural selection which eventually leads to optimal language learning conditions.
All other algorithms which do not fit into any of the afore mentioned paradigms are captured
under string-pattern searches [13].

Grammatical induction has been extensively addressed by researchers in various fields.
In automata theory, finite-state automata has been used to decide whether a string belongs
to a certain language or not. A finite state automata accepts regular languages and it is a
5 tuple, A = ( Σ, Q, q0, F, δ) such that:

1. Σ, is the input alphabet

2. Q, is the finite set of state

3. q0 ∈ Q, the start or initial state

4. F ⊆ Q be the set of final states

5. δ is a transition function. This function’s arguments typically takes a state and input
symbol and returns a state. For instance, let p and q be states, and b be an input
symbol. A rule δ(p,b) = q means that a state p, with an input symbol b transitions
to state q.

A finite-state automaton thus, is made of states as well as transitions between these states,
which are labeled by symbols from the predetermined input, also known as alphabet. At
least one state is chosen as the initial state, and some states are marked as accepting or
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end states. An automaton is able to recognize a string if there exists a series of transitions
from an initial state to an end state that reads the string. The language an automaton
recognizes, is equivalent to the set of string it recognizes [58].

In language acquisition, grammatical inference has been explored in relation to the role
of semantics in how children acquire language [14], it has also been used for developing
models for empirical analysis of first language acquisition [36] and to answer several other
language acquisition questions [11, 36, 12]. In the field of computational linguistics, the fo-
cus of grammatical inference has been on how to automate the processes and decisions made
during communication with human language [58]. Several algorithms have been developed
for various aspects of human language communication such as algorithms to capture and
use acoustic‐phonetic variation during speech recognition [71], to determine the boundary
of words in continuous speech [77], that learn phonotactic 4 grammars of natural language
phonology [92], for morphological analysis [57], and for solving several other natural lan-
guage related problems [41, 25, 55] with the aim of multilingual translation [78].

Machine learning approaches [53] have also been used for grammar induction tasks. A
corpus of examples is divided into a training set and a test set. The learning algorithm
and a model of the task to be learned are specified. The algorithm then learns from the
training data to construct a parser that assigns syntactic annotations to input strings from
the test data. A gold standard of correct parses in a corpus may then be used to evaluate
the model by computing a percentage of correct parses that the algorithm produces when
tested on the test corpus. Machine learning algorithms are also more commonly evaluated
for performance by scoring the models ability to recall information and also for precision.
In evaluating an algorithm for recall, a percentage of structures the algorithm is able to
correctly identify in a given set is calculated. The precision on the other is measured as
the percentage of structures (recalled) which correspond to those in the gold standard. An
algorithm’s f-score is computed as an average of its recall and its precision.

Grammar induction has also been useful for using linguistic information from one lan-
guage to describe another language and it has yielded good results. However, it was used
for specific tasks like disambiguating the other language [29], or fixing morphological or
syntactic differences by modifying tree-based rules [68], rather than for syntax induction
which is our focus. This approach usually requires parallel corpora, although, there ex-
ists an exception[38] where a bilingual dataset is used to train parsers for two languages
simultaneously. This is accomplished by adding grammar weights in the two hidden gram-
mars, and is useful for learning dependency structure in an unsupervised empirical Bayesian
framework.

4the study of the rules governing the possible phoneme sequences in a language
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2.1.5 Evaluation of grammar induction results

The aim of grammar induction models is to learn the grammar of the language which
performs best for any given task or group of tasks, making it an optimization problem,
where the most efficient and optimal solution is preferred. In order to be able to determine
how well a model performs, as well as compare it with other models, there is need for an
evaluation criteria to be specified. Several evaluation approaches have been discussed in the
literature. Some of them are: rebuilding well known grammars, looks-good-to-me approach,
comparing against a tree bank, etc and each have their advantages and disadvantages[58].

In the evaluation criteria that involves rebuilding well known grammars, one or more
toy grammars are selected. These grammars, which can be a context-free grammar or any
other, are used to generate data that will serve as input for the grammar induction model.
The output of the grammar induction model is then compared with the original grammar
to find language or structure equivalence. This evaluation method eliminates the need for
sequential data and additional data can be generated easily, if there is a need during the
induction process. However, it can allow for unfair comparisons if the grammar is selected
specifically for the algorithm [58].

The looks-good-to-me approach is applied to a collection of sequential data. The out-
put of the system, which can either be in the form of a treebank of the input data or a
grammar, is then evaluated manually. The evaluation may be a visual inspection of specific
constructions such as certain grammar rules, whether recursions occur, certain peculiar lan-
guage structures or tree structures. If the expected structures are found, the system will
be considered to be performing well. This approach is easy to use and realistic because
only unstructured data is required, which is easily accessible for several languages. The
main drawback of this approach however, is the bias of the evaluation expert, who may be
the developer of the system [58, 65]. Using an independent expert will often be a lot more
useful. The evaluation is usually described in textual comments thus making it sometimes
ambiguous and it varies from one evaluator to another [58].

Treebanks are seen as a gold standard and are considered to be correct. This is because
they are developed based on a language theory and they thus serve as good evaluation
models. In order to evaluate an inference model, plain strings which have been stripped
of their annotations are input into the grammar induction model. The only structure the
strings have will be the order in which words occur. The output of the grammar induction
model is then compared with the gold standard treebank. A parser may be used to analyse
the equivalence of the output with the gold standard if the output is not a tree structure.
Precision and recall are used to determine how closely related two tree banks are [58]. In
evaluating a model for recall, a percentage of structures the algorithm is able to correctly
identify in a given set is calculated. The precision on the other is measured as the percentage
of structures (recalled) which correspond to those in the gold standard. An algorithm’s f-
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score is computed as an average of its recall and its precision. This evaluation method is very
objective, however, because many languages do not have treebanks, using this evaluation
method is out of reach for grammar induction of many languages including Yorùbá.

2.1.6 Womb grammars for grammar induction

The Womb Grammar model is a novel approach that induces the grammar of a target
language from a source language which does not even need to be related to the target. Like
active learning models, WGs is able to perfom well even with little data, thus making it
very useful for learning low-resourced languages. The approach is very straight forward and
only requires a correct property grammar of the source language and positive data which
consists of a lexicon of the target language, and a set of representative input phrases in
the target language. This representative input phrases must include at least one unique
example of each occurrence, i.e., grammatical structure present in the language or subset
of language considered. WGs model abhors negative data because it is implemented under
the premise of only correct input phrases and grammar. As a result, we used expert human
informats (linguists and native speakers) as our oracle, due to the resource scarcity of
Yorùbá. They provided us with correct noun phrases, each having different structures. Each
word in these phrases was labelled, and the labelled words, together with the input phrases
were used by WGs model to induce the grammar. Unlike machine learning algorithms
which require training and testing data, our model needs only test the input phrases for
constraint satisfaction and unsatisfation (as the case may be, more details in chapter 6),
the results of which provides adequate clues for grammar induction. Using this formalism
allows constraints to be evaluated independently of one another. The result of a parsed
input string is either satisfied or unsatisfied and this allows flexibility in the representation
of partial information, making it possible to describe any kind of output. The interest
of such a conception is that every property in the grammar states some constraint on well
formedness. It can be the case that all constraints are satisfied, but this is not an imperative
condition, so that all kinds of input can consequently receive a characterization. Evaluation
has been by comparing the results of our grammar induction with the linguistic descriptions
of Yorùbá noun phrase described by linguists and available in literature. We also compared
our results with a context-free grammar of Yorùbá noun phrases.

2.1.7 Open questions

In recent years, there have been advances in grammar induction of context-free grammars.
Due to the complexity of natural languages and the high amount of resources necessary for
producing induced grammars, research in automatic grammar induction continues to be of
interest. This is especially true for developing unsupervised grammar inference models that
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are also very accurate when compared to supervised or semi-supervised models. Models
which are able to infer grammar from incomplete data, noisy data are also in demand [59].

2.2 Language documentation and description

2.2.1 A general overview of language documentation and description

Language documentation provides a record of the linguistic activity of a speech community,
such as a collection of speech recordings which are subsequently transcribed as texts. Lan-
guage description, on the other hand, presents a description of observed linguistic practices
such as a description of a language’s grammar, a phonological analysis of the sounds of the
language, lexicography and other linguistic abstractions [83, 54].

Language documentation and description are fundamental to linguistics and have been
beneficial in other areas of linguistics. Historical linguistics for instance has benefitted
greatly from ancient texts, grammars and dictionaries in reconstructing a language’s pre-
history, classifying language families, etc. It has also been beneficial in developing theories
related to language change and variation and also for testing theories of language typology
and universal grammar [54].

Although language documentation and description are old subjects of research, they
have experienced radical transformations due to the development of technologies for de-
scription, archiving, annotation, and dissemination of lingustic information. The new focus
of language documentation otherwise known as documentary linguistics, which is the branch
of linguistics that is concerned with the methods, tools, and theoretical underpinnings for
compiling a representative and lasting multipurpose record of a natural language or one of
its varieties [54, 16]. It has [16, 93] emerged as a result of the increasing need to maintain
language diversity and document the world’s languages not just for academic purposes but
also to mitigate language endangerment and language death. The data gathered through
language documentation are of tremendous benefit to grammatical induction.

Scholars such as [70] have argued for the separation of language documentation from
description, because the methods and end results of language documentation and descrip-
tion are different. While the former collects primary data through interactions with native
speakers, the later uses primary data to develop secondary data, which is a lingistic de-
scription of the primary data. However, because documentation is a means to an end, that
is, the collection and archiving of data for consequent linguistic analysis or description,
language description is dependent on language documentation and is seen as a complement
to the documentation process [69].

In fact, in practice, the documentation process can rarely occur all at once but involves
the collection of data and the analysis of data collected. This will eventually lead to the need
to collect more data, clarify transcriptions and verify the reliability of data collected and / or
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transcribed. Therefore, language documentation must rely on the application of descriptive
linguistic methods in order to asertain the usability of data collected as well as to ensure
that they are correctly transcribed and comprehensive. It is only through linguistic analysis
that we can discover that some crucial speech genre, lexical form, grammatical paradigm or
sentence construction is missing or under-represented in the documentary record. Without
good analysis, recorded audio and video materials do not serve as data for any commu-
nity of potential users. Similarly, linguistic description without documentary support is
unverifiable.

2.2.2 Recent advances in documentary linguistics

Descriptive linguistics has experienced high level computational approaches to meet the
ever increasing corpora now available for many languages. Over the last two decades,
several tools have been developed with specialized support for various aspects of language
documentation and description. In order to do their specialized linguistic processing, each
of these tools depends on some model of linguistic information. Tools have been developed
for data management, speech analysis and phonetics, phonology and morphology, syntax
and grammar description, lexicon, text analysis, language survery and comparison.

Data management tools like the linguist’s shoebox, SIL Fieldworks, LinguaLinks, Hy-
percard and many more are mainly used for managing lexicon, texts, and grammar [84, 26].
Speech analysis and phonetic tools like SpeechAnalyzer, Signalyze, FindPhone, Praat etc
have been useful for acoustic and distributional analysis of speech sounds. In phonology
and morphology, tools like AMPLE, PC-PATR, TonePars, PC-KIMMO have been useful
in parsing. PC-PATR has also been useful for developing a syntactic corpus and grammar
description, as well as Rook, a system for authoring descriptive grammars. IT, Concor-
dance, Micro-OCP, shoebox, etc are useful for text analysis and interlinear annotated texts.
WORDSURV for language survey and comparision and many other software tools are being
developed to aid linguists in language documentation and description [84, 26]. However,
no tool has been developed to induce the syntactic structure of a target language from a
source grammar like our Womb grammar model does.

Documentary linguistics has also witnessed the initiative Dokumentation Bedrohter
Sprachen (DoBes) funded by the Volkswagen foundation, Germany. The Endangered Lan-
guages Documentation Programme (ELDP), Electronic Meta-structure for Endangered Lan-
guages Documentation (EMELD) and Documenting Endangered Languages (DEL) are some
of the advancement trends in the field [26]. These initiatives have been developed in order to
document languages that are potentially in danger of becoming extinct within a few years.
They provide revitalization and maintenance for endangered languages and collect informa-
tion regarding language diversity, cultural treasures and practices with the aim of preserving
a communities linguistic and social culture. They also ensure that linguistic information is
collected properly and that such information is submitted to documentation depositories.
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The depositories contain music recordings and videos of cultural events and activities, pic-
tures of cultural activities, audio and video recordings with annotations of differing depths:
usually a transcription and a translation into one or more major languages is present and
often morphosyntactic glossing is included as well. Documents on language’s genetic affil-
iation, socio-linguistic context, phonetic and grammatical features, and the circumstances
of research, recording and documentation are also stored in depositories.

Although the theoretical distinction between language documentation and descriptive
linguistics is acknowledged, current linguistic trends [93], advocate a documentary process
which leads to a comprehensive reference grammar and corpus of texts that can be used
by linguists and speakers for a variety of purposes and our model provides a step in that
direction. Especially because our model still produces intelligible results for incomplete data
or data marked with errors like spelling mistakes and other grammatical errors introduced
during writing or word processing. Our model is also able to provide comparisons for
unrelated languages unlike other comparative syntax tools which are used for comparisons
between closely related languages.
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Chapter 3

The Yorùbá Language

Yorùbá belongs to the Yoruboid group of the Kwa branch of the Niger-Congo language
family, which cuts across most of sub-Saharan Africa. It is a tonal dialect-continnum com-
prising about 20 distinctive dialects and spoken by over 30 million people in the western
part of Nigeria [51]. Niger-Congo is the largest of the five main language families of Africa.
The others being Nilo-Saharan, Afro-Asiatic, Khoisan and Austronesian (mainly found in
the nation of Madagascar).

Yorùbá is one of the three regional (national language contained in the constitution)
languages in Nigeria and is said to be the most studied African language. So that Yorùbá
is a regional language in the south western part of Nigeria. Yorùbá is spoken by more than
20 percent of the population of Nigeria (the largest single black nation on earth), a country
with a population of about 170 million people. The two other national languages are Hausa
and Igbo, both of which are also regional languages in the north and southeastern parts of
the country respectively. The Yorùbá language is a koine [51] a process involving dialect
mixing, levelling, and simplification [89]. Standard Yorùbá which can also be referred to
as the standard koine is a compendium of several dialects, mainly dialects of Ọ̀yọ́, Ìbàdàn,
Abẹ́òkúta and Lagos, which were major trade centers of early CMS missionary activities.

Apart from the standardized koine, there are twenty other dialects of Yorùbá: Ọ̀yọ́, Ìjẹ̀ṣà,
Ìlá, Ìjẹ̀bú, Oǹdó, Wo, Owe, Jumu, Iworro, Igbonna, Yagba, Gbedde, Ẹ̀gbá, Akono, Aworo,
Bunu (Bini), Èkìtì, Ìlàjẹ, Ìkálẹ̀, Awori. These dialects are largely mutually intelligible, albeit
with some variations in vocabulary and phonology and were largely spoken by different
groups of people who, though tracing their descent to their common progenitor (Oduduwa),
did not consider themselves as one people. Although there are several dialects of Yorùbá, it
is important to mention that the present research is based on the ‘standard’ Yorùbá. This
is because, ‘standard’ Yorùbá is the only variety referred to as Yorùbá and the only variety
taught in schools in Yorùbá land and diaspora. It is the variety used whenever media uses
Yorùbá and the variety used as a regional language. It is described as a resource scarce
language [9] due to the limited number of texts available in Yorùbá.
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3.1 The Sociolinguistic Situation of Yorùbá in Nigeria

Despite the seemingly large population of Yorùbá speakers, according to [21], it is a deprived
language. A deprived language is one which although taught in schools, is dominated, as
Yorùbá is, by a powerful language, such as English. As we will explain later, many schools
do not use the Yorùbá at all, but will rather use English. Yorùbá has also been classified as
a seriously endangered language [50], based on [94], who categorised language status into:

(i) potentially endangered - there is a decline in the use of the language by children

(ii) endangered - youths have experienced a decline in the use of the language and children
experience language loss

(iii) seriously endangered - competent speakers are about 50 years old and above

(iv) moribund - competent speakers are very old, and many are dead

(v) extinct - when the last speaker dies.

This is influenced by the language policy of Nigeria which favours the use of English
above all indigenous languages. It also pays lip service to for instance the national language
policy of education, which states that the mother tongue or the language of the immediate
community must be adopted as the language of education in primary schools, and English
should only be introduced at a later stage. Other language policies in other domains that
encourage the use of mother tongues are also not adopted so that the regional or national
status of Yorùbá and other regional languages is theoretically but not fully implemented in
practice [50].

Colonialism imported the English language to Nigeria and English has since been adopted
as the official language in government, education and all official businesses. English is the
language of the elite and fluency in English is synonymous with a good education. As
a result, many parents, even those who are barely educated or not educated at all, en-
sure that their children are taught in English right from the elementary classes. In most
schools, indigenous languages are referred to as vernacular and are prohibited. Violation
usually attract fines and many times corporal punishment. Bilingualism is also believed to
affect children’s ability to attain competence in English and thus parents avoid speaking
mother tongues at home for fear of raising children with poor communication in English.
Many children therefore can neither speak, read nor write in Yorùbá and many do not even
understand the language at all.

The great linguistic diversity in Nigeria also prevents people from speaking Yorùbá as
often as they may have. Well over 450 languages are said to be spoken in Nigeria, therefore
necessitating the use of English as the lingua franca. Less educated people use the Nigerian
Pidgin, an English based pidgin, as a medium of communication, and some educated people
use the Nigerian pidgin in less formal environments. [8].
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English is also the language spoken at offices, corporate organizations and the use of
Yorùbá has greatly declined, resulting in lower competency among many users, code-mixing,
code switching and several other language loss trends. In addition, although Yorùbá is still
widely used in media and there exist radio and television programs in Yorùbá as well as
newspapers, they receive their patronage from the older generation since there always exist
the English versions which receive a greater patronage.

All the afore mentioned language situation have influenced the lack of adequate language
development and consequently resulted in, resource scarcity of Yorùbá.

3.2 Phonology

The phonology of Yorùbá, which is how phonemes (unit of distinctive sound that account
for meaning distinction) are strung together to form words, comprises of seven oral vowels,
five nasal vowels, three syllabic nasals, seventeen consonants and two glides. Oral vowels
are produced from the oral orifice while nasal vowels are produced through the nasal orifice.
Nasalized vowels, those vowels produced with the nasal and oral orificies, are known to
occur through an assimilation process when vowels precede nasal consonants. All the seven
oral vowels can be nasalized.

Pitch, the perceptual correlate of vocal cords’ frequency, is distinctive in Yorùbá. This
distinctive or phonemic pitch is called tone. For example, the word rá(H) disappear, rà(L)
buy and ra(M) rub are distinguished by the three tones in Yoruba: High-tone, mid-tone and
Low-tone. High-tone is orthographically represented with acute accent, the Low-tone with
grave accent and the mid is unmarked. These tones can interact to form rising and falling
tones for instance yìí this and náà the. Vowels and syllabic nasals are the tone bearing units
in Yorùbá. We have been able to use tones in addition to other features in our model to
induce conditional properties. Details can be found in 6.3.7. Consonant clusters are not
permitted in Yorùbá but long vowels are possible.
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Figure 3.1: Yorùbá Vowel and Consonant Chart.

In Figure 3.1, the vowel chart is made of both oral and nasalized vowels. The consonant
chart which occurs below the vowel chart contains the phonemes. Allophones are not
represented.

3.3 Morphology

Typologically, Yorùbá is an analytic language, that is, grammatical relations are expressed
with little or no use of inflection. Tense is not marked morphologically and agreement re-
lation is limited. It is a combination of isolating, that is, it has a low morpheme per word
ratio, and agglutinating through the use of prefixes, interfixes, and reduplication. Prefix-
ation and reduplication are the most common word formation processes in Yorùbá. Word
formation processes in Yorùbá are also derivational and words changed through inflections
are usually through tonal variations.

Prefixation is very dominant in the word formation process of Yorùbá. There is a set
of prefixes for verbs and nouns and there are prefixes for converting verbs to nominals
through a process called deverbalization. For instance, there is a prefix oní which works
with nouns to indicate possession, property or making of the particular noun. This prefix
is a combination of two prefixes o ‘he/she/it’ and ní ‘to have’. For example when the prefix
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oní ‘to have’ is attached to a noun like bàtà ‘shoe’, as in oníbàtà, it can mean ‘shoe seller,
shoe maker or shoe owner’.

Compounding is another dominant word formation process. Due to the syllable struc-
ture, compounding usually involves vowel ellision, coalescense, epenthesis, and compen-
satory lengthening to resolve vowel hiatus and consonant clusters. During compounding:
(a) vowel assimilation may or may not occur. For example, the two words ọmọ ‘child’ and
àlè ‘concubine’ can compound to give either ọmọ-àlè ‘illegitimate child’ (without assimila-
tion), or ọmaàlè ‘incorrigible person’ (with assimilation). (b) one of the two vowels at the
morpheme boundary may or may not elide. For example the two words ọmọ ‘child’ and ilé
‘house’ can compound to give either ọmọ ilé ‘child in the house’ (without elision), or ọmọ
‘child’ lé ‘wall gecko or small lizard’ with vowel elision leading to contraction [18].

Reduplication is a prominent word formation process in Yorùbá. There are two types of
reduplication in the Yorùbá language – full or partial reduplication [18]. Full reduplication of
nouns can give the meanings of extentiveness or degree. For example ọmọ-ọmọ ‘grandchild,
descendant’; ilé-ilé ‘every house/home’; etc. It can also be used for plural marking in the
reduplication of a modifier. For instance ilé ńlá ‘big house’ ilé nla ńlá ‘big houses’ (more
on this in section 3.5). Partial reduplication occurs where a part of the stem is copied
either before the stem or after the stem. Examples are pa ‘kill’, pípa ‘to kill’; rá ‘buy’, rírá
‘buying’; where the copying is to the front of the stem.

Interfixation is another word formation process in Yorùbá, where an affix is added
between two word. Examples are ọmọkọ́mọ ‘child any child’, ilékílé ‘house any house’.

3.4 Orthography

Orthography refers to the standardized writing system of a language and it consists of the
symbols and conventions used in writing a language. An orthography should be consistent,
familiar to the users with the symbols adopted, it must have different ways to write all
different significant sounds of the language and it should be convenient to use.

A standard orthography is therefore, a convention which is learned, consistent, stable
and accepted as correct across a community. It is a set of conventions which are observed
by all writers and it is used in formal education. The Yorùbá language has been written
since the early 19th century. However, there have been several changes in the orthography
since then. [52, 72].

Orthographically, the Yorùbá alphabet consists of 25 letters and their variant forms i.e.
capital, small letter, spelling system and a set of punctuation marks. It also uses the familiar
Latin characters. Nasalized vowels are represented with a ‘n’ after the vowel. Syllabic
nasals are written as ‘n’ except when they occur before ‘b’ where they are represented as
‘m’. Although tones occur on syllables, there are orthographically marked on vowels and
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syllabic nasals. Yorùbá syllables are open; this means they end in vowels. The syllables are
formed by a single vowel, by consonant or glide plus vowel or a syllabic nasal.

The present standards were established in 1974, however, there remains a great deal of
contention over writing conventions, spelling, grammar, the use of tone marks and some
other linguistic formalities. For the purpose of this research, we have adopted the generally
accepted formalities of the standard language according to grammars by Bamgbose and
Awobuluyi [17, 20]. This includes full tone marking including tone marks on syllabic nasals.

Figure 3.2 summarizes the letters used in Yorùbá orthography and the sounds they
represent. The letters are written in bold and the sounds that they represent are directly
below them in square brackets.

Figure 3.2: The Yorùbá alphabet and the sounds they represent

3.5 Constituent Structure of Noun Phrases

As in English, the canonical word order is SVO as in ọmọ ra oúnjẹ (child buy food), but
the word order is not as rigid as in English. However, there are are several interesting
differences between the constituent structure of Yorùbá and English. Five of these are
within the scope of noun phrases and have been handled in this work. Details of how we
address these differences are in chapter 5.

1 In the arrangement of constituents, Yorùbá has a determiner final structure and deter-
miners are not obligatory in noun phrases [10]. So that ajá kékeré ‘dog small’ and ajá
kékeré kan ‘dog small a’ are felicitous in Yorùbá.

2 Yorùbá has a superstructure from which ‘adjectives’ are derived [17, 20, 27, 19, 73]. For
instance the word pupa ‘red’ has two entries in the dictionary [19]. The first entry
as a noun in Pupa dára ju dúdú lọ (red good more black than which means red is
better than black) and as a verb in ọmọ́ pupa ‘child red’ which means ‘child is red’. It
is important to understand that in the example derived for the first entry, pupa and
dúdú are nouns because both words can be replaced with the pronoun ’ó ‘he/she/it’,
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so that we can say ó dára ju ú lọ. The ó is derived as ú after ju through an assimilation
process because Yorùbá abhors vowel hiatus. In situations of plural and honorific (just
like tu and vous in french) nouns, we will have Pupa dára ju àwọn dúdú lọ ‘red, good
more plural, black than’ Pupa dára ju wọ́n lọ and ‘red good more them (or singular
honorific) than)’. In the second example however, ọmọ́ pupa has also gone through
a vowel deletion and elongation through an assimilation process which turned ọmọ ó
pupa to ọmọ́ pupa. The mid tone o was deleted and the high tone o was elongated.
Although the ó (which is a pronoun but functions as a determiner) in that sentence
is implied but will not articulated by native speakers of Yorùbá. ọmọ pupa ‘red child’
however is an example where pupa performs a modifier or adjective function to the
noun ọmọ. Several other words like kékeré ‘small’, ńlá ‘big’, púpọ̀ ‘plenty’ are examples
of some nouns or verbs that can function as adjectives. For the purpose of this paper,
nouns or verbs that modify other nouns are referred to as adjectives and are used in
their adjective function. Current model handles assimilation by representing the word
twice. The first with assimilation and the other without assimilation. Future work
will consider handling phonological processes such as assimilation in a more concise
way.

3 In Yorùbá, agreement is morphologically absent and as a result, plurality is shown syntac-
tically through the occurrence of a pronoun àwọn ‘they’ before a noun as in àwọn ọmọ
‘they child’ which means ‘children’; addition of cardinals or adjectives after a noun
as in ọmọ méjì ‘child two’ implies ‘two children’, addition of an elided form of the
pronoun àwọn, before a demonstrative as in ọmọ wọ̀n yẹn ‘child they that means those
children’, the use of quantifiers which are inherently plural or reduplication of certain
‘adjectives’ after the noun as in ajá dúdú dúdú ‘dog black black’ [10]. It is important
to note that the words used for plurality in Yorùbá have their own distinct meanings
and are used in certain contexts to depict plurality. For instance Ilé ńlá ńlá ‘house
big big’ will denote several houses but esè kòǹgbà kòǹgbà ‘leg big big’, which means
a very big leg, will not be a plural expression despite both phrases having identical
categories [73]. This shows how reduplication does not always result in plurality.

4 Yorùbá does not have a formal feature for indicating gender and when gender distinction
is mentioned in Yorùbá grammar, it is a translation equivalence or it is with reference
to the structure of English and not Yorùbá [20]. The use of words like akọ ‘male’,
abo ‘female’, obìnrin ‘female human being’, ọkùnrin ‘male human being’ can be used
to express gender in words like: Abo kìnìhún ‘lioness’, ọmọ obìnri ‘child female or
daughter’, akọ ẹlẹ́dẹ̀ ‘pig’ while the pronoun “o” is used to refer to ‘he/she/it’ [20].
We explain how we use gender features in section 5.2.7 and 5.3.7.

5 Another interesting distinction between Yorùbá and English structure is the position of
adjectives in phrases. Many adjectives occur after nouns, but it is also common to
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have adjectives before the noun. For instance, òkú ‘dead’ always occurs before a noun
as in òkú ẹran ‘dead meat’. Adjectives that describe a part of something always occur
before a noun as in ìdajì oúnjẹ ‘half food’. Adjectives that describe the attribute of
a person or thing usually occurs before a noun as in kékeré ẹkùn ‘small leopard’, but
there are some cases where having the adjective after the noun are accepted as correct
[73], as in the example in item 3. We are able to handle these different arrangements
with our model’s ability to induce conditional properties described in 5.3.7 and our
results (in chapter 7) are consistent with this linguistic claims.

Although, we cannot discount language universalities, these peculiarities which can cause
difficulty in simple comparisons have been managed in very interesting ways.
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Chapter 4

Linguistic Details

4.1 Data Collection

Data collection for this research has been a combination of introspective and empirical
collection methods. A representative subset of Yorùbá noun phrases were developed by
native speakers of Yorùbá, some of who are linguists, and also, by the author’s introspection.
These phrases were analysed by the author together with other linguists to determine their
part of speech tags (details in 3.5 and 4.2). In all, fourty five phrases (details in Appendix
D) were generated to be used as input phrases in the model to include at least one example
of all the different grammatical structures possible in the subset of Yorùbá noun phrases
we considered. A property grammar of English which covers the subset of the Yorùbá noun
phrases was created by the author using some books and scientific papers[1, 61, 62, 80] and
we further cross-checked with linguists.

A context-free grammar was also developed for evaluation purposes; to enable us to
compare the output of the model with the context-free grammar. This grammar was devel-
oped by linguists who have native competence in Yorùbá. The first context-free grammar
was developed by the author who is also a linguist and the grammar was extended (to
include other structures that were omitted) by the other linguists whose names are Demola
Lewis, Tunde Adegbola and Samuel Akinbo. The grammar was then used to generate noun
phrases. Native speakers of Yorùbá who do not have formal linguistic training were invited
to check these phrases generated by the context-free grammar in order to ascertain that
those phrases are intuitively correct to the regular user of the language.

We developed a context-free grammar because there is no known treebank of Yorùbá
and Penn Treebank only has a dictionary of words. This approach of data collection was
employed in order to ensure that our model is realistic, correct and robust. Introspection
has proven to be the most reliable process of data collection and also very useful for building
models which require high level linguistic competence such as this WG model [34]. Intro-
spection as previously mentioned, has been that of the author who is a native speaker of
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Yorùbá and also has formal training in linguistics. As we aforementioned, we have double-
checked our introspective analysis of the data by consulting as well seven other native
speakers of Yorùbá, three of which also have formal graduate level training in linguistics.

Analysed data have also been compared with two exisiting grammar description of
Yorùbá. The first by Ayò Bámgbósé [20] and the other by Awóbùlúyí [17]. It was im-
portant to compare our analysis with these exisiting grammatical descriptions of Yorùbá,
considering that they are one of the earliest contributions of native speakers who have for-
mal linguistic training to the description of the Yorùbá grammar [83]. Although, there were
several similarities between our data analysis and those in the grammar, we were able to
identify differences too. The differences are majorly related to parts of speech tags assigned
to words and the syntactic theory adopted for their analysis, abscence of gender and num-
ber in analysis, etc. For instance, [20] describes the head of the noun phrase as the first
word occuring in a phrase, so that in a phrase like: àwọn ọm ọ (they child) which means
children, àwọn will be the head of the phrase and ọm ọ(child) will be a qualifier, whereas,
we analyze àwọn(they) as a plural marker and ọm ọ(child) as the head. However, [73]’s
description has been useful to back up our analysis, especially with regards to conditional
precedence properties induced, while, [10]’s description of Yorùbá noun phrases has also
been very useful especially in relation to plural marking.

4.2 Strategies for Part of Speech Parsing

Accuracy of part-of-speech tagging is a critical and fundamental building block for many
computational linguistic tasks including grammar induction tasks. Assigning correct part-
of-speech tags to each input word explicitly indicates some inherent grammatical structure
of any language and a wrong part-of-speech tag will distort the grammatical structure
of a language. Rule-based (derived from linguistic rules) [28], data-driven (derived from
statistical analysis of language data) [66] and hybrid methods (which are a combination of
rule driven and data driven approaches) [87] have been used extensively in literature for
part-of-speech tagging [95]. Data-driven approaches have yielded very good results, albeit
for Indo-European languages and other data rich languages like English, Dutch, German,
etc. However, data driven approaches have error rates which are usually reducible by only
a few percentage and also work poorly with languages which have a less fixed word order
[91]. Rule-based part-of-speech tagging on the other hand is the oldest approach that uses
hand-written rules for tagging. Rule based taggers depend on dictionaries or lexica that
contain word forms together with their associated part-of-speech labels as well as context
sensitive rules to choose the appropriate tags during application. The dictionary or lexicon
is consulted to get possible tags for each word. Hand-written context sensitive rules are used
to identify the correct tag if a word has more than one possible tag. The linguistic features
of the word and other words surrounding it are analyzed for disambiguation purposes. For
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example, a tagger for English will have a rule such as: if the a word in a phrase is a
determiner then a noun must be present somewhere in the phrase.

We adopt a rule-based approach. The tagsets were developed with the use of the [19]
of Yorùbá as well as native speakers of Yorùbá who have formal linguistic training. The
tagsets were compared to the grammars of Ayò Bámgbósé [20] and Awóbùlúyí [17], one of
the earliest grammar descriptions of Yorùbá by native speakers who have formal linguistic
training. We also used [10] whose grammatical description of Yorùbá is more recent.

We use the following tagsets:

i noun - ajá (dog), ẹran (goat)

ii pronoun - àwọn (they), ìwọ (you)

iii proper-noun - Ayò, Bámgbósé

iv determiner - kan (a), náà(the)

v quantifier - gbogbo(every), ìdajì(half)

vi adjective - dúdú(black), pupa(red)

We further define features for each word in order to provide a fine-grained definition to
each word tag. We use the following features:

i Number - We define number as either singular, plural or dual. Dual number refers to
those words that can be both singular and plural.

ii Gender - We define feminine, masculine and neuter gender.

iii Tone - The mid, high and low tones are used as features. The tones of a word are stored
in a list which contains the tones on each syllable in that word.

iv Person - The first, second, third persons are features we use to define pronouns.

v Definitiveness- Determiners are defined as either indefinite or definite. This is in addition
to other features relevant to determiners.

vi Type - Nouns are defined as common, collective, abstract, and concrete. Adjectives
are divided into attributive, descriptive, quantity and number. Quantity is further
divided into countable and uncountable and descriptive is further divided into colour
and size. All categories are also classified as animate, inanimate or both. Those
which are labelled as both, refer to categories that can be used for both animate and
inanimate objects.

These features have been carefully chosen to ensure that our model accounts for the
unique traits of Yorùbá.
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4.3 Property Grammars

The idea of constraint is present in modern linguistic theories such as Lexical Functional
grammars (LFG) and Head-driven Phrase Structure grammars (HPSG) [76]. However,
constraint satisfaction, a way of implementing constraints, is not really incoporated and
is not the basis of the implementation of these theories. We use a formalism called Prop-
erty Grammar (PG)[22] which is based completely on constraints: all linguistic information
is represented as properties between pairs of constituents, which allow parsing to be im-
plemented as a constraint satisfaction problem. The set of properties forms a system of
constraints expressed over categories. They represent different kinds of information (e.g.
agreement, morphology or semantics) that can be used typically for contextual restrictions.
PG differs from HPSG and LFG in that it does not belong to the generative syntax family.
HPSG belongs somewhere between the proof-theoretic and model-theoretic syntax and LFG
to the model-theoretic syntax one [24].

Constraints represent information and the first benefit of representing a problem using
constraints is that of partially solving it, so this allows for partial solutions to be found even
when a full solution is not available. In addition, constraints can be specified at any level
of the linguistic description: they can represent local properties, such as those for lexical
selection, or universal ones.

These constraint-based or property-based theories, such as Property Grammars (PG) [23]
evolved from Immediate Dominance/Linear Precedence (IDLP), which unfolds a rewrite
rule into the two constraints: (1) of immediate dominance (expressing which categories are
allowable daughters of a phrasal category) and (2) linear precedence (expressing which of
the daughters must precede which others).

For example in the PG framework, English noun phrases can be described using con-
straints such as: precedence (a determiner must precede a noun, an adjective must precede
a noun), requirement (a singular non-generic noun must be used with a determiner), obli-
gation (a noun phrase must contain the head noun), and so on. The linguistic structure
(e.g phrase, sentence, clause, etc) is characterized by a list of the constraints it satisfies and
a list of constraints it violates, so that even incorrect or incomplete phrases will be parsed.
Using PGs also enables us to relax certain constraints by declaring conditions under which
those constraints should be relaxed. For instance, the obligation rule of English can be
relaxed to allow pronouns and proper nouns instead of only a noun because pronouns and
proper nouns can also function as the head of a phrase. [44] encodes the input PG into a set
of Constraint Handling Rule Grammars (CHRG) rules that directly interpret the grammar
in terms of satisfied or relaxed constraints and a syntactic tree is the implicit result. Womb
Grammars which is an adaptation of this framework into grammar transformation [42], [35]
induces a language’s syntactic structure from that of another.
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In theories that use constraint satisfaction, the modularity obtained by modelling gram-
matical information as constraints leads to more robust parsers, since it allows us to explic-
itly identify from the parser’s output which constraints are satisfied and which fail. As an
effect, even incomplete or incorrect sentences can be accepted, instead of silently failing to
be parsed. We can also produce some indication of the sentence’s degree of acceptability
by analyzing the failed properties.

The PG formalism presently comprises the following seven categories (we adopt the
handy notation of [47], and the same example):

Constituency A : S, children must have categories in the set S

Obligation A : △B, at least one B child

Uniqueness A : B !, at most one B child

Precedence A : B ≺ C, B children precede C children

Requirement A : B⇒ C, if B is a child, then also C is a child

Exclusion A : B ̸⇔ C, B and C children are mutually exclusive

Dependency A : B ∼ C, the features of B and C are the same

Example 1. For example, if we denote determiners by D, nouns by N, personal nouns
by PN, verbs by V, noun phrases by NP, and verb phrases by VP , the context-free rules
NP → D N and NP → N , which determine what a noun phrase is, can be translated
into the following equivalent constraints: NP : {D, N}, NP : D !, NP : △N, NP : N !,
NP : D ≺ N, D : {}, N : {}.

In the PG formalism, A refers to the phrase or sentence being defined. In our case,
A refers to Noun phrases, B and C are categories such as nouns, adjectives, etc. These
properties contain the basic syntactic information. The use of a dependency property
may make it possible to express certain features of a dependency grammar using the
formalism of property grammars. This is possible because, just like dependency gram-
mars, dependency property is concerned with syntactico-semantic relations. For instance
np(dependence(adjective,noun)) is concerned with using features (described in 4.2) to de-
termine the gender and number relationship between adjectives and nouns and other de-
pendency information can be modelled in similar fashion. The features are introduced for
each word in the lexicon (details in section 5.2) and all the subsets of categories involved
in the description of a given input can be characterized by the constraint system (i.e. the
grammar). The constituency property contains dependency information that tell us each
category can be associated to another.
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Thus, there is a general notion of characterization formed by the set of properties that
succeed and those that fail which together characterize an input. The characteristics of
an input corresponds to the result derived from the constraint system at the end of the
parse. The result of a parsed property is either satisfied or unsatisfied and this allows
(ungrammatical) inputs to still be parsed rather than just fail. It is defined as the set of
properties that are satisfied plus the set of unsatisfied ones. The interest of such a conception
is that every property in the grammar states some constraint on well formedness. It can be
the case that all constraints are satisfied, but this is not an imperative condition. All kinds
of input can consequently receive a characterization.
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Chapter 5

The Womb Grammar Model of
Grammar Induction

Womb Grammars was motivated by the need to describe the syntax of many minority
languages which are not being studied because of a lack of adequate resources; these re-
sources mainly being: linguistic data and linguists to analyse the data. The syntax of a
target language is induced from the grammar of the source language and the source and
target languages need not be closely related languages. The source language is the language
which functions as the initiator of inference for learning the target language, which is, the
language to be learned. A language’s phrases are described in terms of constraints or prop-
erties between pairs of direct daughters of a phrasal category referred to as properties. The
parsing capabilities inherent in these properties are extended into a grammatical induction
and parsing model [42].

There are two versions of WGs: Hybrid Womb Grammars, in which the source language
is an existing human language for which the syntax is known, and Universal Womb Gram-
mars, in which the source syntax is a hypothetical universal grammar created by the author,
and it contains all possible properties between pairs of constituents [42]. The Hybrid Womb
Grammars can use any language whose syntax has been studied by linguists as its source
language. We use a hybrid model in this work and English as the source language.. A
Universal Womb Grammars version on the other hand use a source grammar for a nonex-
istent language which can be created to include all plausible properties which encompass
all human languages. For instance, while an English source grammar will have rules that a
determiner precedes a noun, a universal grammar will have rules that a determiner precedes
a noun and the converse, a noun precedes a determiner. Parsing with WGs has the novel
approach of using constraint solving to address a problem which is more usually solved as
a machine learning problem.

In this work, the grammar of our source language, English, is described as properties
between constituents as described by [23]. We use the hybrid version of Womb Grammars
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and not the universal version, to which we feed the following English grammar (the code
notation can be found in appendix c):

Constituency NP : determiner, noun, adjective, pronoun, proper-noun, quantifier;

Obligation NP : △noun,pronoun,proper noun

Precedence NP : determiner ≺ noun; NP : determiner ≺ adjective; NP : pronoun ≺ noun;
NP : pronoun ≺ adjective; NP : adjective ≺ noun; NP : quantifier ≺ determiner;
NP : quantifier ≺ pronoun; NP : quantifier ≺ adjective; NP : quantifier ≺ noun

Requirement NP : noun⇒ determiner

Dependency NP : quantifier ∼ noun; NP : adjective ∼ noun; NP : determiner ∼ noun

WG extends the parsing capabilities implicit in these properties into a model of gram-
matical induction, in addition to parsing. The previous implementation of WGs [42] al-
lowed greater efficiency by adopting a failure-driven approach where only failed constraints
were analyzed, rather than explicitly calculating all successful and unsuccessful constraints.
However in adapting the model into Yorùbá, we have found it more efficient to explicitly
calculate satisfied constraints as well. This is partly because in order to arrive at as nu-
anced a description as needed for Yorùbá, we had to extend the Property Grammar model
to accommodate what we call conditional constraints: those constraints which have failed
in some phrases and succeeded in others, but also have a unique pattern responsible for this
behaviour (more on this later).

The general WG model can be described as follows: Let LS be the source language and
its syntactic structure be referred to as LS

syntax. We will call the target language LT and its
lexicon will be (LT

lex). A correct and sufficiently representative set of phrases in LT can be fed
into a hybrid parser consisting of LS

syntax and LT
lex. A correct and sufficiently representative

set of phrases will consist of at least one example of all plausible syntactic structures.
Parsing the sentences may result in some of the sentences being marked as unsatisfied by
the parser and an analysis of the constraints which these “unsatisfied” sentences violate can
subsequently disclose how to repair the LS

syntax so that it accepts as satisfied, the sentences
in the corpus of LT which were previously unsatisfied. This process transforms LS

syntax into
LT

syntax by modifying the constraints that were violated into constraints that accept the
input. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively show the problem and solution in schematic form
adapted from [42].

An Example

Let LS = English and LT = Yorùbá, and for example, let English determiners always
precede the nouns they modify, while in Yorùbá they always follow it (this could be an
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Figure 5.2: The Solution

oversimplification, just for illustration purposes). Thus “a black book” is correct English,
whereas in Yorùbá we would more readily say “ìwé dúdú kan” (book, black, a).

If we insert the Yorùbá lexicon and the English syntax properties into our WG parser,
and run a representative input of correct Yorùbá noun phrases by the hybrid WG parser,
the precedence property will be declared unsatisfied when parsing phrases such as “ìwé dúdú
kan”. The model transformation module can then look at the list of unsatisfied properties,
and produce the previously unknown syntactic structure of LT ’s parser by modifying the
properties in LS

syntax so that there are no more violations in the input phrases of the target
language.

Some of the required modifications may be easy to identify and implement. For instance,
to accept “ìwé dúdú kan” the English rule that determiners precede nouns (noted det < n)
needs to be deleted. However, subtler modifications may be required, after some statistical
analysis: if in our LT corpus, which we assume to be representative, all determiners appear
after the noun they modify, Yorùbá will in addition to deleting the English precedence
property: det < n, add the reverse precedence property of English: n < det.

5.0.1 Constraint Handling Rule Grammars (CHRG)

Constraint Satisfaction has produced impressive results in many Artificial intelligence ar-
eas, including human language processing. To a large extent, this powerful problem-solving
paradigm serves as a bridge between languages for problem description and those for prob-
lem solving, a disjoin that has been prevalent in the field until recently.
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Constraint Handling Rule Grammars (CHRG) are a constraint-based grammar formal-
ism added on top of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [88] similar to the way Definite
Clause Grammars are implemented over Prolog. A CHRG works as a bottom-up parser,
and the formalism provides several advantages for natural language analysis. A notable
advantage is that the notation supports context-sensitive rules that may consider arbitrary
symbols to the left and right of a sequence [35].

CHRG (CHRGrammars) strives to incorporate as much as possible of CHR’s expressibil-
ity. This includes propagation rules, simplification and simpagation rules and the capacity
for a grammar rule to make considerations for arbitrary grammar symbols that may occur
to the left and right of a sequence that is supposed to match a given nonterminal. Ambi-
guity is not a problem for CHRG, all different parses are evaluated in parallel in the same
constraint store - without backtracking. This results in tagger-like grammar rules that can
be used for disambiguating simple and ambiguous context-free grammar rules, and pro-
vides also a way to handle coordination in natural language. In case of errors, the parser
is robust enough to deliver as its result those subphrases that have been recognized. Since
the advent of CHR [88] and of its grammatical counterpart CHRG [35], constraint-based
linguistic formalisms can materialize through fairly direct methodologies.

In a nutshell, CHRG rules rewrite constraints into other constraints, that are subject to
possible checks described in a rule’s guard and stated as Prolog calls. Their general format
is:

α -\ β /- γ ::> G | δ.

This rule is called a propagation rule and it means, if α occurs before β, and β before
γ, and G condition is fulfilled, then store δ in the constraint store. The part of the rule
preceding the arrow ::> is called the head, G the guard, and δ the body; α, β, γ, δ are
sequences of grammar symbols and constraints so that β contains at least one grammar
symbol, and δ contains exactly one grammar symbol which is a nonterminal (and perhaps
constraints); α (γ) is called left (right) context and β the core of the head; G is a conjunction
of built-in constraints as in CHR and no variable in G can occur in δ. If left or right context
is empty, the corresponding marker is left out and if G is empty (interpreted as true),
the vertical bar is left out. The convention from DCG is adopted that constraints (i.e.,
non-grammatical stuff) in head and body of a rule are enclosed by curly brackets. Special
grammatical operators are provided for gaps and parallel matching (parallel matching is
used when it is required that more than one pattern matches the string to be recognized).
Gaps and parallel match are not allowed in rule bodies. A gap in the rule heads is noted
“...” while parallel match is denoted by “$$”. Gaps are used to establish references between
two long distant elements [42].

A simplification (grammar) rule is similar to a propagation rule except that the arrow
is replaced by <:> and the grammar symbols in the head are deleted. A simpagation
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(grammar) rule is similar to a simplification rule, except that one or more grammar symbols
in its head are prefixed by a ! symbol, which means that such a grammar symbol is not
removed. It can also be fully integrated with Prolog and a single file can conveniently
incoporate prolog, CHR and CHRG codes.

An example with propagation, simplification and simpagation rules follows:

:- compile(chrg).
:- chrg_symbols np/0, adjective/0, verb/0, sentence/0.

np, verb, np ::> sentence.
adjective, np, verb, np <:> sentence.
!np, verb, adjective, np <:> sentence.
[dogs] ::> np.
[bones] ::> np.
[like] ::> verb.
[big] ::> adjective.

end_of_CHRG_source.

Figure 5.3: A CHRG example, showing propagation, simplification and simpagation rules

In Figure 5.3, np/0, verb/0, adjective/0 and sentence/0 declare grammar symbols of
arity 0 and so it can be used in the rules that follow. The first rule says that if a sequence
of np, verb and np occurs, then, a representation of sentence is added to the store. The
second rule states that if a sequence of adjective, np, verb and np occurs, then, a sentence
is added to the store and all symbols to the left of the sentence are deleted. The third rule
is like the second, however, the initial np is not deleted.

In order to execute the parser, we need only to call the parse predicate, a built-in prolog
predicate, with a list of Prolog atoms in the following way:
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?- parse([big, dogs, like, bones]).
<0> big <1> dogs <2> like <3> bones <4>
token(3,4,bones)
token(2,3,like)
token(1,2,dogs)
token(0,1,big)
all(0,4)
sentence(0,4)
sentence(1,4)

Figure 5.4: Executing the parser

Our results in Figure 5.4, show the word boundaries, phrase boundaries, and also tell
us that two sentences were discovered: the first one being the entire sentence big dogs like
bones, and the second one dogs like bones.

Constraint solving as an implementation paradigm for WGs allows us to convey linguistic
constraints and also test them in a modular fashion. The results are also concise.

5.1 Some Implementation Details

Our CHRG implementation adapts the original implementation [35] where the appropriate
WG constraints were entered in terms of a constraint g/1, whose argument stored each
possible grammar property. For instance, our English grammar hybrid parser for noun
phrases includes the constraints below (some of these constraints are also in [42], although
we wrap each property in np) and some others in appendix C:

g(np(obligatority([noun, proper-noun, pronoun]))) - at least one noun or pronoun or
proper-noun child

g(np(constituency(determiner))) - determiner children must have categories in the set

g(np(constituency(adjective))) - adjective children must have categories in the set

g(np(precedence(determiner,adjective))) - determiner children precede adjective children

g(np(precedence(determiner,noun))) - determiner children precede noun children

g(np(requirement(noun, determiner))) - if noun is a child, then also determiner is a child

g(np(dependence(determiner,noun))) - the features of determiner and noun are the same

and so on.
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In [42], these properties are weeded out upon detection of a violation by CHRG rules that
look for them e.g. an input noun phrase where a noun precedes an adjective may provoke
deletion of the constraint g(precedence(adjective, noun)) when the following CHRG rule
applies:

!word(C2,_,_), ... , !word(C1,_,_),
{g(precedence(C1,C2))} <:>
{update(precedence(C1,C2))}.

Figure 5.5: A Simpagation rule from the previous implementation

The parser worked by storing each word in the lexicon in a CHRG symbol word/3 along
with its category and traits which we now refer to as features, as in:

word(determiner,[singular,masculine],le).

Only gender and number features were used in previous versions. Since the CHRG parse
predicate stores the position of each word in the sentence, this simpagation rule in Figure
6.3 is triggered when a word of category C2 comes before category C1, given the existence
of the grammar constraint that C1 must precede C2. The precedence property will fail in
this case and update stores this property accordingly 1.

When the parse predicate is invoked, the constraints of the source grammar are tested
with the input phrases of the target language. The properties are tested on input phrases
only once, so that if 15 input phrases are to be tested and all properties have been found
and tested in the first 5 phrases, the remaining 10 phrases do not need to be tested for
any properties. This tests are done bottom-up. Constraints that are violated are output as
unsatisfied. Other constraints, those which did not fail and those irrelevant to the target
language were printed.

5.2 Methodology

In our model, we store each Yorùbá word in the lexicon in a CHRG symbol word/3 along
with its category and features (i.e. word(adjective,[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-
mid]],funfun).).

1“Recall that in CHRG syntax the symbols prefixed with exclamation points are kept, while the ones
without are replaced by the body of the rule, in this case an update constraint that invokes some housekeeping
procedures.” [4]
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!word(C2,F1,_):(N1,_),...,
!word(C1,F2,_):(_, N4),
{g(np(precedence(C1,C2)))}, {all(A, B)}<:>
{fail(np(precedence(C1,C2)), F1, F2, N1, N4, A, B)}.

Figure 5.6: A Simpagation rule in our model

This simpagation rule in Figure 5.6 is triggered when a word of category C2 comes
before category C1, given the existence of the grammar constraint that C1 must precede
C2 and the phrase boundaries in which the word is found. The property will fail and the
property (np(precedence(C1,C2)), features F1,F2, the word boundaries N1, N4 and the
phrase boundaries A,B will be stored.

For each phrase, constraints that are violated at least once are printed as unsatisfied
with the relevant word and phrase boundaries. Constraints that are satisfied on the other
hand are output as satisfied with the relevant word and phrase boundaries as well. We
maintain two lists, one which has all properties that are unsatisfied at least once with the
features and the number of times they fail as well as a second list which saves the properties
that are satisfied at least once with the number of times they succeed. The information in
these two lists are useful during the induction phase of our work. We provide more details
of our methodology in the following subsections.

5.2.1 Modified parsing that calculates both failure and success explicitly

Previous models of WG focused on failure driven parsing, under the assumption that failed
properties are usually the complement of those satisfied i.e., in order to improve efficiency
they calculated only the properties that failed. This implies that they can be derived from
the failed ones if needed and in general, a grammar is induced by repairing failures. However,
our more in depth analysis in the context of Yorùbá has uncovered the need for more detail
than simply failing or succeeding, as in the case of conditional properties. We therefore
now use a success conscious and failure conscious approach for inducing the grammar of
our target language, Yorùbá. Each input phrase of the target language is tested with all
relevant constraints for both failure and success. This makes the model slightly less efficient
than if we only were to calculate failed properties, but of course the gain is in accuracy.

Efficiency is still guaranteed by the normal CHRG way of operating: rules will only
trigger when relevant, for example, if a phrase is comprised of only a noun and an adjec-
tive, it will not be tested with for instance precedence(pronoun, determiner) or any other
constraint whose categories are different from those of the input phrase. In addition, if a
property fails in a particular phrase, it will not be tested for success again and vice versa.
This is because a property cannot succeed and fail at the same time.
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We keep a list of all properties that fail and another for those that succeed, together
with the features of the categories of each input phrase as well as their counts.

It is important to state that constituency constraints are tested only for success. This is
because we are interested in checking that our target grammar shares similar constituents
with our source language and testing for failure will be irrelevant for these constraints. We
also are able to test for some properties that are present in the target grammar but are not
in the source grammar. We also test for success alone in such cases. More of this in section
5.2.6.

5.2.2 How we save failed and succeeded properties

We store failed properties and succeeded properties separately and we save each property
together with the categories, features, word boundaries and phrase boundaries. We first
check if a property is already in the list so that we do not duplicate properties. If the
property already occurs, we check if the features of the property to be added are different
from the features already in the list. The new features of the property to be added are
added to the property and the counter for the property and the features is incremented if
the feature does not already occur in the list. If it is already in the list, we only increment
the counter for the features and property respectively.
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incnum(Count, Ncount):- Ncount is Count + 1.

succeed(Prop,Features1, Features2, N1, N2, A, B),

succeededproperties(_,List), succeededboundary(_, List1)<=>

member([Prop, FeaturesPairList,CountP],List),

not(member([Features1, Features2,_], FeaturesPairList)),

succeededboundary(_, [[Prop, N1, N2, A, B]|List1]),

delete(List, [Prop, FeaturesPairList,CountP], Nlist),

incnum(CountP, NcountP)|

succeededproperties(_,[[Prop, [[Features1, Features2, 1]|

FeaturesPairList],NcountP]|Nlist]).

succeed(Prop, Features1, Features2, N1, N2, A, B),

succeededproperties(_Prop_List,List),

succeededboundary(_, List1) <=>

succeededproperties(_X,[[Prop,[[Features1, Features2, 1]], 1] | List]),

succeededboundary(_, [[Prop, N1, N2, A, B]|List1]).

Figure 5.7: Some rules to save succeeded propeties

In figure 5.7, if there is a succeed/7, succeededproperties/2 and succeededboundary/2, we
test if the features of the property are members of the succeededproperties list. If we find
that the features are already in the list, we delete the property, features and the count;
increment the count for that property and update the property the features and the count.
If the list is empty, the property and features are added to the list and the count is equal
to one.
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Incnum is a helper predicate that we use to increment the count of properties or features.

5.2.3 How we handle tones

Yorùbá is a tone language, therefore it was imperative to ensure that tones are properly
represented. We adopt a full tone marking approach (as described in section 3.2 and 3.4)
so that each word is marked with its tones in order to avoid ambiguities. The tones are
stored as features, such that for instance, the word tútù(cold) that has two syllables with
a high and low tone on each syllable respectively is stored as “High-low” in the features of
the word.

[tútù]::> word(adjective, [dual, neuter, descriptive, both, [high− low]], tútù).
These tones are used to infer conditional properties in the second phase of parsing so

that if a property is found to succeed only if it is around words with certain tones, such
property will be said to be conditional. The conditions of such a property will be the tones
which form a unique pattern in the success of the property. It is important to note that the
tones are not used in isolation of other features and a property will be said to be conditioned
on tones alone, if, tones are the only patterns responsible for its succeess or failure. The
addition of tones makes our approach extensible to many other languages including tone
languages.

5.2.4 Glossing of phrases

The system provides a record of the English gloss of every word in the target phrases and
this record is consulted during parsing to produce the English equivalent for each word in
the input phrases. The gloss is rendered below every phrase as in figure 5.8.

< 0 > àwọn < 1 > ọmọ < 2 > púpọ̀ < 3 >

they child plenty

Figure 5.8: Phrase transliterations

The gloss are provided to faciliate understanding especially of those who do not speak
or understand Yorùbá. This will be useful for any other language which is not intelligible to
the user, especially for linguists who often analyse languages that they can neither speak,
read nor write.

5.2.5 Failed and satisfied properties

For each phrase parsed, the failed and or satisfied properties are explicitly output. This
enables us to identify which specific properties are satisfied for each phrase and those which
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are unsatisfied. We also explicitly retrieve the word boundaries of every word analysed
during parsing as well as the phrase boundaries where the words are found. This is basically
to eliminate ambiguity that can occur, in a situation where a single property fails, or
succeeds more than once in a phrase; or if the model is extended to include other phrases
for example a verb phrase. The boundaries before the semicolon represent the pair of words
boundaries while the second boundary after the semi colon represents the phrasal bondaries.

In Figure 5.9, the parse results show that np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))
succeeds once because there is one noun in the phrase; np(constituency(determiner)) and
np(constituency(noun)) succeed once each because the phrase has one noun and determiner;
np(requirement(noun,determiner)) succeeds once because there is a noun and determiner in
the phrase and, np(dependence(determiner,noun)) succeeds once, although the reason for
the success of dependence is not visible here. np(precedence(determiner,noun)) fails once
because the noun comes before the determiner which is different from the English ordering
of determiner before nouns. We also printed boundaries beside each property with the word
boundaries displayed immediately after the property and the phrasal boundaries just after
semicolon.

< 0 > ilé-ìwé< 1 > náà < 2 >

school the

Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2

Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2

Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2

Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2

Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-2; 0-2

Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2

Figure 5.9: Parse results of a sample phrase showing failed and succeeded properties

5.2.6 Inducing properties not present in the source language

WGs is also able to find all precedence and constituency constraints that are absent in our
source but present in our target language.
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prec(precedence(X,Y)):-
english_properties(List),
not(member(g(np(precedence(X,Y))), List)),
not(member(g(np(precedence(Y,X))), List)),
X \= Y.

word(C1,F1,_):(N1,_),...,word(C2,F2,_):(_,N4),
{others}, {all(A, B)}::> prec(precedence(C1,C2))
|{succeed(np(precedence(C1,C2)),F1, F2, N1, N4, A, B)}.

Figure 5.10: Inducing precedence properties present in target phrase but absent in source
grammar

Figure 5.10 shows that during parsing, every pair of words with categories C1 and C2,
features F1 and F2 and word boundaries N1 and N2 are tested for precedence if and only
if the precedence rule of those words’ categories does not already exist in any precedence
rule of the property grammar of English. We define a predicate prec which checks that
the proposed precedence rule and its converse is not a member of the property grammar
of English while we use others, a CHRG constraint to trigger this precedence rule. We do
this in order to ensure that we do not create redundancies in a bid to infer precedence rules
that occur only in the target language.

We are equally able to test the precedence constraints by checking if such a constraint
succeeds in all relevant phrases and if the converse succeeds in any input phrase. If we find
that the converse does not succeed in any of the input phrases, this constraint is induced as
a property of the target language, else we search for a unique feature to ascertain if it should
be induced as a conditional feature. In the case of constituency, like we explained in section
5.3.3, we are only interested in finding the constituent and the number of times it occurs
although it is stored, is not relevant. If a constituent not present in the source grammar
is found at least once, in the input phrase of the target language, then the constituent is
induced as part of the grammar of the target language.

5.2.7 How we handle syntactic number and gender

As explained in section 3.5, number and gender are syntactically represented in Yorùbá.
This feature is especially useful for the dependence property where we want to determine
certain properties depend on another for gender and number. We also in section 4.2 explain
that each word is defined with either singular, plural or dual number and feminine, masculine
or neuter gender.

Before parsing, words which have a dual number and neuter gender accept the number
and / or gender of the word that occurs before or after it if and only if those words do not
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have dual number and / or neuter gender. After this update, the words are parsed with
their updated features.

update(A,B,A,B).
word(_M,[N,G,_O,_P,_Q],_R)-\
word(noun,[dual,Y,Z,A,B],C),{g_update}<:>
N \= dual, G \= neuter, Y = neuter ->update(N, G, S, GR);
N \= dual, G = neuter, Y \= neuter->update(N,G,S,GR);
N \= dual, G = neuter, Y = neuter->update(N,G,S,GR)|
word(noun,[S,GR,Z,A,B],C).

word(noun,[dual,Y,O,P,Q],C)/-
word(_,[N,G,_,_,_],_),{g_update}<:>
N \= dual, G \= neuter, Y = neuter->update(N, G, S, GR);
N \= dual, G = neuter, Y \= neuter->update(N, G, S, GR);
N \= dual, G = neuter, Y = neuter->update(N, G, S, GR)|
word(noun,[S,GR,O,P,Q],C).

Figure 5.11: Rules for updating the number and / or gender features of a word

The first rule in Figure 5.11 is used to update nouns which occur before any word which
does not have dual number and / or neuter gender and if the constraint to update the
gender and number is in the constraint store. In the first condition, if the number feature
of the word preceding the noun is not dual and the gender feature is not neuter and if the
gender feature of the noun is neuter, then the noun is updated with the number and gender
features of the preceding word. We do this by assigning the number value X of the first
word to S and the gender value N to the G which is now stored as the updated value of
the noun. In the second condition and third conditions, if the word does not have a dual
number but has neuter gender, the number feature of the noun is only updated but the
gender remains the same. In this case, we update the value as in the first condition, except
that we assign the gender value of the noun to G. The second rule is like the first, however,
the noun occurs before the word that can be used to update its number and / or gender
features.

5.2.8 Parsing each property in our English subset

Parsing with dependence constraints

Due to the peculiarities of Yorùbá grammar with regards to gender and number, detailed
in section 3.5, we initialize all words with neuter gender and dual number, save a few words
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which have their number inherent in their meaning and function (words such as ọ̀pọ̀lọpọ̀
‘numerous’, àwọn ‘third person plural’. We also implement a rule (Figure 5.11) that creates
a variant for each number or gender tag based on the environment in which the word
is found. This successfully handles the syntactic process of defining number and gender
in Yorùbá. The dependency rule of English is then tested for satisfaction and otherwise.
This parsing strategy clearly accomodates the existence of plurality in Yorùbá without
a previous knowledge of the peculiarities of Yorùbá’s syntactic strategies for number, as
well as gender which is in reference to English. However, though plurality and gender are
present in Yorùbá grammar and are seen to succeed in parse results, the presence of failed
dependence relations is further analyzed to determine if the dependency constraints should
be a conditional property in Yorùbá. Results show that there is no pattern under which
failure or success occurs. This lays credence to research findings by linguists who have
studied the Yorùbá grammar [17, 20, 10].

word(X,[F1,A,B,C,D],_):(N1,_),...,word(Y,[F2,E,F,G,H],_):(_,N4),
{g(np(dependence(C1,C2)))}, {all(NA,NB)} ::>
X=C1, Y= C2, F1=F2-> assign(X, [F1,A,B,C,D], Y, [F2,E,F,G,H] ,
Rg, FRg, Rd, FRd);
X=C2, Y= C1, F1=F2 ->assign(Y,[F2,E,F,G,H],X,[F1,A,B,C,D],Rg,FRg,Rd,FRd) |
{succeed(np(dependence(Rg, Rd)), FRg, FRd, N1, N4,NA,NB)}.

word(X,[F1,A,B,C,D],_):(N1,_),...,word(Y,[F2,E,F,G,H],_):(_,N4),
{g(np(dependence(C1,C2)))}, {all(NA,NB)} ::>
X=C1, Y= C2, F1 \= F2-> assign(X, [F1,A,B,C,D],Y,[F2,E,F,G,H],
Rg, FRg, Rd, FRd);
X=C2, Y= C1, F1 \= F2 ->assign(Y,[F2,E,F,G,H],X,[F1,A,B,C,D],Rg,FRg,Rd,FRd) |
{fail(np(dependence(Rg, Rd)), FRg, FRd, N1, N4,NA,NB)}.

Figure 5.12: Dependency rules

Parsing with the obligatority constraint

Previous models of Womb Grammars failed if a noun was absent; the obligatority constraint
now only fails if a phrase does not have a noun or pronoun or proper noun constituent as
described in section 5.2.8. Obligatority succeeds if the converse occurs. This idea eliminates
the possibility of obligatority failing because it contains a personal noun which is a valid
obligatory category.
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word(C1,F1,_):(N1,N2),{g(np(obligatority(C)))},
{all(A,B)}::> member(C1,C)|
{succeed(np(obligatority(C)),C1,F1,N1,N2,A,B)}.

Figure 5.13: Rule for succeeding obligatority

In Figure 5.13, we declare a list of categories C which contains a noun, proper-noun and
pronoun (code implementation of the subset of property grammar of English noun phrases
can be found in Appendix C). The obligatority constraint is satisfied if C1 is a member of
C.

This approach enables us to check if pronouns and proper nouns in Yorùbá perform
the same head function as they do in English. Our results indicate that proper nouns and
pronouns can indeed function as the head of a phrase as in English.

Parsing with precedence constraints

In parsing precedence constraint, we use the precedence rules of English. A precedence
rule is satisfied if the target phrase has exactly the same ordering as English. For instance
in Yorùbá, every occurrence of precedence(det, n), precedence(det, adj) fails while prece-
dence(adj, n) fails in certain input phrases and succeeds in other input phrases (details of
this in appendix 1). This gives us adequate information to make a valid conclusion that in
Yorùbá determiners always come after nouns and after adjectives. However, with the pres-
ence of both failed and successful instances of adjectives and noun orderings, and a pattern
of features responsible, we can only make conclusions that Yorùbá nouns and adjectives
have different orderings. Our system materializes this in our output as:

-conditional precedence(adjective,noun):-
adjective precedes noun if adjective is plural,
quantity-uncountable, can be used for both animate and inanimate
nouns

Figure 5.14: A conditional precedence property showing one of the conditions for the or-
dering

Our results in Figure 5.14 reiterate linguistic findings by Yorùbá grammarians [17, 20].
It is important we state that the conditional precedence our system shows is that which has
identified unique features responsible for the order. So that, the other with more general
features can be inferred but is not explicitly output by our model.
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word(C1,F1,_):(N1, _),...,word(C2,F2,_):(_, N4),
{g(np(precedence(C1,C2)))}, {all(A, B)}::>
{succeed(np(precedence(C1,C2)), F1, F2, N1, N4, A, B)}.

Figure 5.15: Precedence rule for checking success

In Figure 5.15 we show from our code that precedence constraints are satisified if and
only if there exists a precedence(C1,C2) rule in English, and an input phrase where C1
precedes textitC2. The categories C1, C2 and the features F1, F2 of the words are stored
in a list if the precedence rule is satisfied. We also retrieve the word boundaries and phrase
boundaries as described in 6.2.5.

Parsing with constituency constraints

A success driven approach is adapted for parsing constituency. This is because we are
only interested in the presence of the constituent and not the number of times it occurs
in parsed phrases. Previous Womb Grammar formalisms did not test for constituents and
this resulted in adding constituents that are absent in the target grammar to the target
grammar simply because they exist in the source grammar. We also have a function that
can induce constituents that are in the target language but absent in the source. More of
this in 5.2.6.

word(C1,F1,_):(N1, N2),{g(np(constituency(C1)))},
{all(A, B)}::>
{succeed(np(constituency(C1)), F1, N1, N2, A, B)}.

Figure 5.16: The constituency rule

In Figure 5.16, every time a word is found, the category of the word is tested with the
constituency rule of English. If the category of the word is found in the English properties,
then it is satisfied and added to a succeeded properties list and subsequently induced. We
also store the word boundaries and phrase boundaries as in 6.2.5

Parsing with requirement constraints

We test requirement by checking the constituent that co-occur with another constituent in
a phrase.
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check_waits \ wait(Prop, F1, F2, N1, N2, A, B), g(Prop) <=>
fail(Prop, F1, F2, N1, N2, A, B).
check_waits <=> true.

word(Required,F1,_):(N1,N2),
{g(np(requirement(Required,Requiring)))},{all(A, B)} ::>
{wait(np(requirement(Required,Requiring)), F1, [], N1, N2, A, B)}.
{wait(np(requirement(_,Requiring)),_,_,_,_,_,_)},
!word(Requiring,_,_)<:>true.

Figure 5.17: Rules to test requirement failure

In Figure 5.17, we test whether requirement fails by checking that as daughter of the
same mother a Requiring category does not occur with a Required category. We achieve
this by saving the constraint wait/7 everytime we find a word with a Requiring category
and there exists a property that says Requiring category requires a Required category. We
continue to wait till the entire phrase is parsed, if peradventure Required will be a category
in the phrase which should not necessitate a failure. If no Required is found within that
phrase, the category Requiring and its features F2, its word boundaries (N1 and N2) and
the phrase boundaries A,B where Requiring was found are added to the failed properties
list; if Required is found, we delete wait/7.

assign(A,B,C,D,A,B,C,D).

!word(X,FX,_):(N1,_N2),...,!word(Y,FY,_):(_,N4),
{g(np(requirement(C1,C2)))},{all(A,B)} <:>
X = C1, Y = C2 -> assign(X, FX, Y, FY, Requiring, FRg, Required, FRd);
X = C2, Y = C1 -> assign(Y,FY,X,FX,Requiring,FRg,Required,FRd) |
{succeed(np(requirement(Requiring, Required)), FRg, FRd, N1, N4,A,B)}.

Figure 5.18: The rule to test requirement success

In testing for success as in Figure 5.18, if a daughter Requiring of a phrase requires a
sibling Required, we must check that in that phrase (e.g. np) when Requiring appears as
a daughter, Required is also a daughter of that phrase. In the implementation, we check
if a Requiring and Required occur in the same phrase. The order of the categories is not
important here, as we are simply checking if it occurs anywhere within a phrase. We store
the features F1, F2 of the word to induce conditional properties in the second phase of
parsing. We also store the word and phrase boundaries which were retrieved as in 6.2.5.
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5.2.9 Parsing with properties not relevant to our subset of noun phrases

Parsing with exclusion constraints

In parsing exclusion, we are interested in finding that the categories in exclusion do not occur
together in a phrase. For instance, np(exclusion(Noun, Adjective)) will succeed if phrases
do not have both nouns and adjectives in the same phrase. A failure occurs if otherwise. We
are not interested in the order of the categories, so that for instance, np(exclusion(Noun,
Adjective)) and np(exclusion(Adjective, Noun)) should not occur in a phrase.

assign(A,B,C,D,A,B,C,D).

word(X,FX,_):(N1,_), ... , word(Y,FY,_):(_,N4),
{g(np(exclusion(C1,C2)))}, {all(A, B)}::>
X = C1, Y = C2 -> assign(X, FX, Y, FY, Rg, FRg, Rd, FRd);
X = C2, Y = C1 -> assign(Y,FY,X,FX,Rg,FRg,Rd,FRd) |
{fail(np(exclusion(Rg,Rd)),FRg,FRd, N1, N4, A, B)}.

Figure 5.19: Rule to test exclusion fail

In Figure 5.19, if a word with category X, features FX and word boundary N1 occurs
with a word with category Y, features FY and word boundary N4 and there is a constraint
that excludes categories C1 and C2, and phrase boundaries A and B, we check if X and Y
are equal to C1 and C2 or C2 and C1 respectively. We use the helper predicate assign/8
because we are not interested in the order of categories. We save the exclusion property
with the assigned categories Rg and Rd; features FRg and FRd; word boundaries N1 and
N4 and phrase boundaries A and B.
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check_wait \ waits(Prop, F1, N1, N2, A, B), g(Prop) <=>
fail(Prop, F1, N1, N2, A, B).
check_wait <=> true.

word(C1,F1,_):(N1,N2), {g(np(exclusion(C1,C2)))}, {all(A, B)}
::> {waits(np(exclusion(C1,C2)), F1, N1, N2, A, B)}.
{waits(np(exclusion(_,C2)),F2,N1,N2,A,B)}, {all(A, B)},
!word(C2,F2,_):(N1,N2)<:>true.

word(C2,F1,_):(N1,N2), {g(np(exclusion(C1,C2)))}, {all(A, B)}
::> {waits(np(exclusion(C1,C2)), F1, N1, N2, A, B)}.
{waits(np(exclusion(C1,_)),F1,N1,N2,A,B)}, {all(A, B)},
!word(C1,F1,_):(N1,N2)<:>true.

Figure 5.20: Rule to test exclusion success

In figure 5.20, we test whether exclusion succeeds by checking that if a category C1
occurs, then it does not occur with a C2 category and vice versa. We achieve this by saving
the constraint waits/6 everytime we find a word with a C1 category and there exists a
exclusion property says C1 and C2 category. We continue to wait till the entire phrase is
parsed, if peradventure C2 will be a category in the phrase which should not necessitate a
success. If no C2 is found within that phrase, the category C1 and its features F1, its word
boundaries (N1 and N2) and the phrase boundaries A,B where C1 was found are added to
the succeeded properties list; if C2 is found, we delete it waits/6.

Parsing with unicity constraints

Unicity checks that a category is unique in a phrase. In figure 5.21, we check if a word
category C, features F1 and word boundaries N1 occurs with another category C, features
F2, word boundaries N4 and there is a constraint that C should be unique, and phrase
boundaries A and B. If all those conditions are met, the unicity constraint is saved in the
failed properties list together with the features F1 and F2, word boundaries N1 and N2 and
phrase boundaries A and B.

word(C,F1,_:(N1,_)), ... , word(C,F2,_):(_,N4),
{g(np(unicity(C)))}, {all(A, B)} ::>
{fail(np(unicity(C)), F1, F2, N1, N4, A, B)}.

Figure 5.21: Rule to test unicity failure
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word(C,F1,_):(N1,N2),{g(np(unicity(C)))}, {all(A, B)}
::>{waits(np(unicity(C)),F1,N1,N2,A,B)}.
{waits(np(unicity(C)), F1, N1, N2, A, B)},{all(A, B)},
word(C,F1,_):(N1,N2)<:>true.

Figure 5.22: Rule to test unicity success

We test unicity success Figure 5.22 like we test exclusion failure. However, in this case,
we use waits/6 to check if there is more than one category C. If a second category C is
found, we simply delete it, success is no longer relevant.

5.3 Inducing the Grammar

Inducing the grammar occurs after the phrases have been parsed and tested with the rele-
vant properties. We discuss how the different properties are induced and how conditional
properties are inferred. Conditional properties are properties which only occur with cate-
gories which have certain specific features.

5.3.1 Inducing precedence properties

We have three rules for inducing precedence properties. In the first rule, every instance
of that property succeeds, so it is induced as a part of the grammar. In the second
rule, every instance of the property fails and the converse is induced. For example, if
np(precedence(adjective, noun)) fails in all relevant input phrases, we induce

np(precedence(noun, adjectve)).

In all cases, we provide a count of relevant sentences the precedence rule occurs.

check3(Lists,[[Prop,_,Count]|Listf]):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Lists)),
Prop = np(precedence(X,Y)),
not(member([np(precedence(Y,X)),_,_], Lists)),
not(member([np(precedence(X,Y)),_,_], Lists)),
write('-'),write(np(precedence(X,Y))), writeln(':-'),
write(X), write(' precedes '), write(Y),
write(' in all '), write(Count),
writeln(' relevant phrases'), nl,
check3(Lists, Listf).

Figure 5.23: The third rule for inducing precedence properties
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5.3.2 Inducing obligatority properties

The obligatority property as mentioned previously is a list of categories which can function
as the head of a phrase. In inducing obligatority, we check the failed properties list if there
is any occurrence of a failure of one or more of the categories. If no failure is found, we check
the number of categories that succeeded and output the number of phrases these categories
were members of.

check4([[Prop,Features,Count]|Tailsucceed],Listfailed):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Listfailed)),
Prop = np(obligatority(X)),
write('-'),write(np(obligatority(X))), writeln(':-'),
write(X),write(' are obligatority. It succeeds in all '),
write(Count), write(' occurrences'), writeln('.'),
check_trait(Features),
check4(Tailsucceed, Listfailed).

Figure 5.24: Rule for inducing obligatority

5.3.3 Inducing consitutency properties

Constituency constraints were only tested for success, thus every constituent of phrases is
induced with a count of the times it occurs in the input phrases.

check4([[Prop,_,Count]|Tailsucceed],Listfailed):-
Prop = np(constituency(X)),
write('-'),write(X),
write(' is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in '),
write(Count), writeln(' phrases.'), nl,
check4(Tailsucceed, Listfailed).

Figure 5.25: Rule for inducing constituency

5.3.4 Inducing requirement properties

To induce requirement, we check the failed properties for an occurrence of a failed instance
of the requirment property. If no failure is found, we induce the requirement property with
the number of times the requirement occurred in relevant phrases.
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check5([[Prop,_,Count]|Tailsucceed],Listfailed):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Listf)),
Prop = np(requirement(X,Y)),
write('-'),write(np(requirement(X,Y))),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' requires '), write(Y),
write(' in all '), write(Count), write(' phrases. '),
nl, nl,
check5(Tailsucceed, Listfailed).

Figure 5.26: Rule for inducing requirement

5.3.5 Inducing dependence properties

To induce dependence, we check the failed properties for an occurrence of a failed instance
of the dependence property. If no failure is found, we induce the dependence property with
the number of times the dependence occurred in relevant phrases.

check5([[Prop,_,Count]|Tailsucceed],Listfailed):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Listfailed)),
Prop = np(dependence(X,Y)),
write('-'),write(np(dependence(X,Y))),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' and '), write(Y),
write(' have a dependency relation '),
write(' in all '), write(Count), write(' phrases. '),
nl, nl,
check5(Tailsucceed, Listfailed).

Figure 5.27: Rule for inducing dependence

5.3.6 Inducing properties not relevant to our subset

Inducing exclusion properties

To induce exclusion, we check the failed properties for an occurrence of a failed instance
of the exclusion property. If no failure is found, we induce the exclusion property with the
number of times the exclusion occurred in relevant phrases.
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check5([[Prop,_Traits,Count]|Tails],Listf):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Listf)),
Prop = np(exclusion(X,Y)),
write('-'),write(np(exclusion(X,Y))),
writeln(':-'), write(X),write(' and '),write(Y),
write(' are in exclusion'),
write(' in all '), write(Count), write(' phrases. '),
nl, nl,
check5(Tails, Listf).

Figure 5.28: Rules to induce exclusion

Inducing unicity properties

To induce unicity, we check the failed properties for an occurrence of a failed instance of
the unicity property. If no failure is found, we induce the unicity property with the number
of times the property occurred in relevant phrases.

check5([[Prop,_Traits,Count]|Tails],Listf):-
not(member([Prop,_,_], Listf)),
Prop = np(unicity(X)),
write('-'),write(np(unicity(X))),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' is unique '),
write(' in all '), write(Count), write(' phrases. '),
nl, nl,
check5(Tails, Listf).

Figure 5.29: Rules to induce unicity

5.3.7 How conditional properties are induced

The original Property-based model, as we have seen, succeeded in detecting and signalling
mistakes in the sentence, without blocking the analysis. In this first model, which is parsing-
oriented, incorrect sentences could be “accepted” through declaring some constraints as
relaxable. The relaxable constraints are those which have some contexts in which they do
not hold, and rules are written to indicate the contexts in which they should be relaxed.
For instance, while from the context-free grammar rules shown in 4.3 we would not be able
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to parse “the the book” (a common mistake from cutting and pasting in word processors),
in the constraint-based formulation we can relax the uniqueness of determiner constraint.

Relaxation can be made conditional (e. g. a head noun’s requirement for a determiner
can be made relaxable in case the head noun is generic and in plural form, as in “Lions
sleep tonight”). The failure of relaxable constraints is signalled in the output, but does not
block the entire sentence’s analysis. Implementations not including constraint relaxation
capabilities implicitly consider all properties as relaxable. And in fact, when exploiting
constraint-based parsing for grammar transformation rather than for parsing, this is exactly
what we need, since in an unknown language any constraint may need to be “relaxed” and
even of course, corrected. Constraint relaxation, however, has its own pitfalls in that it can
get easily unwieldy, as more constraints are relaxed. This can result in a proliferation of
relaxation conditions.

For that reason, we have considered it more appropriate, in the context of grammar
induction, to state “exceptions” as part of a property itself, rather than separately in a
relaxation definition. Thus we have created conditional properties, e.g. “conditional prece-
dence(pronoun,noun)” which expresses that a pronoun preceding a noun is conditional. We
give the condition, “if the pronoun is plural, is a personal pronoun and can be used in place
of both animate and inanimate nouns”. We define a property as conditional if it happens
that there occurs a pattern for which the property fails for some phrases and succeeds
for others. All constraints that fail and succeed are tested in this phase. We find these
properties by searching for features which are unique to the failure and/or success of these
constraints.The features which are responsible for this difference in behaviour forms the
condition under which such property succeeds or fails.

Let us note that requirement(noun, determiner) is in fact a conditional property of
English and the condition under which this requirement property will not hold is if the
noun is plural and generic. So that while singular and / or definite forms of a noun require
a determiner (e.g The boy and The boys), a plural generic noun does not require a determiner
(e.g Chickens lay eggs).

We have also used conditional properties to express choice, e.g. whereas before we could
state that one element was obligatory in a phrase, we can now state that a property needs
to have one of a list of constituents. E.g., the g(obligatority([noun, pronoun, proper noun]))
constraint only needs to find one of noun, pronoun or proper noun to succeed. If none of
these is found, then a failure occurs which indicates that an obligatory head is absent.

Inducing conditional requirement properties

To induce conditional requirement, we are interested in finding what kind of Requiring
category exists without a Required category. As a result, we check only the features of the
first category of the requirement property in the failed properties list, with the first category
of the requirment property in the succeeded properties list.
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check1([[Prop,Traitshs,_]|Tails],
[[Prop,Traitshf,_]|Tailf]):-
Prop = np(requirement(X,Y)),
check_succeeded_traits([Trait,_,_], Traitshs),
check_failed_traits([Trait,_, _],Traitshf),
write('-'),write('Conditional '),write(Prop),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' requires '), write(Y),
write(' if '), write(X), write(' is '),
write_trait(Trait), nl, nl,
check1(Tails,Tailf).

Inducing conditional dependence properties

To induce conditional dependence, we are interested in finding which features are responsible
for instances of dependence. As a result, we compare the features of the first category of the
dependence in the succeeded properties list with those of the first category of the dependence
in the failed properties list and the features of the second category of the dependence of the
succeeded properties list with the second category of the dependence of the failed properties
list. If we find any unique features that occur in every instance of either a failure or a success,
we use those features as the condition under which to induce the property. If no such feature
is found, we check if there are any unique features that occur at least once.

Inducing Conditional Precedence

We have two rules for inducing conditional precedence. These rules are based on basic
comparing the features of properties in the failed properties list with those in the succeeded
properties list and a different approach may be adopted. The first rule compares each feature
of the first category of the precedence property in the succeeded properties list, with each
feature of the second category of the precedence property in the failed properties list and
each feature of the second category of the precedence property in the succeeded properties
list is compared with each feature of the first category of the precedence property in the failed
properties list. The comparison is done to find any features that occur in every instance (of
a failure or success) and that may be unique to the failure or succeess of the property. That
feature will be the condition under which the precedence rule will be induced. The feature
can be of only one category or of both. We do this because the order of categories of a
precedence property in the failed properties list will be swapped in a succeeded properties
list. For instance, given np(precedence(adjective,noun)), if this property fails, the features
of the nouns (which will be the first category if the property fails) will be followed by those
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check1([[Prop,Traitshs,_]|Tails],
[[Prop,Traitshf,_]|Tailf]):-
Prop = np(dependence(X,Y)),
check_succeeded_traits([Trait,_,_], Traitshs),
check_failed_traits([Trait,_, _],Traitshf),
write('-'),write('Conditional '),write(Prop),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' and '), write(Y),
write(' have a dependency relation '),
write(' if '), write(X), write(' is '),
write_trait(Trait), nl, nl,
check1(Tails,Tailf);
Prop = np(dependence(X,Y)),
check_succeeded_traits2([_,Trait,_], Traitshs),
check_failed_traits2([_,Trait, _],Traitshf),
write('-'),write('Conditional '),write(Prop),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' and '), write(Y),
write(' have a dependency relation '),
write(' if '), write(Y), write(' is '),
write_trait(Trait), nl, nl,
check1(Tails,Tailf).

of the adjective. In a succeed case, the features of the adjective will be followed by those of
the noun.
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write_features([]):-
write('.').
write_features([H|Features]):-
H = both,
write(' used for both animate and inanimate nouns, '),
write_features(Features).
write_features([H|Features]):-
H = n/a,
write_features(Features).
write_features([H|Features]):-
H \= n/a,
H \= both,
write(H),write(', '),
write_Features(Features).

Figure 5.30: Helper rules for conditional precedence rules

check_succeeded_features(_,[_]).
check_succeeded_features([H1, _, _],[[H1, _H2f, _]|T]):-
check_succeeded_features([H1, _, _], T).

check_succeeded_features2(_,[_]).
check_succeeded_features2([H1, H2, _],[[_, H2, _]|T]):-
check_succeeded_features2([H1, H2, _], T).

check_failed_features(_,[_]).
check_failed_features(H1,[[H1f, _H2f, _]|T]):-
H1 \= H1f,
check_failed_features(H1,T).

check_failed_features2(_,[_]).
check_failed_features2([H1,_,_],[[_H1f, H2f, _]|T]):-
H1 \= H2f,
check_failed_features2([H1,_,_],T).
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check1([],[]).
check1(_,[]).
check1([],_).
check1([[Prop,[],_]|_Tailsucceed],[[Prop,_Traitshf,_]|_Tailfailed]).
check1([[Prop,Traitshs,_]|Tailsucceed],
[[Prop,Traitshf,_]|Tailf]):-
Prop = np(precedence(X,Y))->
check_succeeded_features([Features,_,_], Traitshs),
check_failed_features2([Features,_, _],Traitshf),
write('-'),write('Conditional '),write(Prop),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' precedes '), write(Y),
write(' if '), write(X), write(' is '),
write_features(Features), nl, nl,
check1(Tailsucceed,Tailfailed);
Prop = np(precedence(X,Y))->
check_succeeded_features2([_,Features1,_], Traitshs),
check_failed_features([_,Features, _],Traitshf),
write('-'),write('Conditional '),write(Prop),
writeln(':-'), write(X),
write(' precedes '), write(Y),
write(' if '), write(X), write(' is '),
write_features(Features1), nl, nl,
check1(Tailsucceed,Tailfailed).

Figure 5.31: A Conditional Precedence Rule

In the second rule, we compare features in the order in which we did for the first,
however, we are interested in finding if a feature exists at least once, even if it is not in
every occurrence of a failure or success. The second rule will only be executed if the first
rule does not. We are correct in adding this rule because, there may be more than one
group of features responsible for the failure or success of a precedence property and this
rule allows us to infer all of them, even if they occur only once in the relevant property.

5.3.8 Inducing properties not relevant to our subset of noun phrases

Inducing conditional unicity properties

Unicity is a unary property, therefore, to induce conditional unicity properties, we compare
the features of the category of the unicity property in the failed properties list with those
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of the succeeded properties list. If we find a specific features that occur in every succeeded
or failed instance, we induce this property. Otherwise, we check if such a feature occurs at
least once.

Inducing conditional exclusion properties

Conditional exclusion properties are induced just as dependence rules are induced.

5.4 Summary

We have describe how our model differs from previous implementations of womb grammars
as well as the features of our model. Our model renders a gloss for each word in each input
phrase, failed and succeeded properties are provided for each phrase, word boundaries and
phrases boundaries within which each property occurs are also displayed. We also describe
how we incorporate tones, save failed and / or succeeded properties, induce properties not
included in the source language but present in the target language as well as how we handle
syntactic number and gender.

We also explained how each property is parsed. We use a failure conscious and success
conscious approach in order to be able to track differences between the source language and
the target language. This approach has been useful in the induction of the grammar of the
target language, especially in inducing conditional propeties.
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Chapter 6

Results and supporting evidence of
correctness

As we will show, our results have been consistent with linguistic research findings of Yorùbá
grammar except our dependency results which we were not able to verify from literature. We
used phrases generated by our CFG to evaluate our WG model and our induced grammar
have shown similarities with the CFG. Details of the Induced grammar is in appendix A
and the context-free grammar (CFG) of Yorùbá is in Appendix B.

It is important to state that despite equivalences that our induced grammar share with
the CFG subset, our induced grammar explicitly encodes more information than the CFG.
This is because, context-free formalisms are unable to directly accommodate extra infor-
mation and their related linguistic constraints. This is because their grammar symbols can
only be simple identifiers, with no possibility of carrying extra arguments, as logic grammar
symbols can, to transmit and consult such extra information.

We summarize our results into constituency, precedence, requirement, dependency and
obligatority.

1 Constituency: Our constituency results show that in Yorùbá, nouns, pronouns, proper-
nouns, adjectives, quantifiers and determiners are allowable categories in noun phrases.
These constituents are featured in noun phrases described by [73, 17, 20] as well as in
our CFG.
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Figure 6.1: Summary of constituency results
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In figure 6.1, the box labelled English constituency properties contains all the consi-
tutency properties of English used in our model. We represent each constituent with
different colours to enable readers to be able to easily read and identify the different
constituents. The consituency properties are input into the womb grammar model,
depicted with the use of arrows directed into the womb grammars box and the output
is rendered in the box labelled as induced Yorùbá grammar. These properties are also
labelled in different colours for the afore mentioned reasons. The box labelled induce
grammar of Yorùbá thus shows only properties present in the target language.

2 Precedence: We induce three conditional precedence properties:

- Conditional np(precedence(pronoun,noun)):- pronoun precedes noun if pronoun is
plural, neuter, used for both animate and inanimate nouns, third-person, [low,mid],

- Conditional np(precedence(adjective,noun)):- adjective precedes noun if
adjective is plural, neuter, quantity-uncountable, used for both animate and
inanimate nouns, [low-low-mid-low];
adjective precedes noun if adjective is dual, neuter, attributive, animate, [mid-
high-low],

- Conditional np(precedence(quantifier,noun)):- quantifier precedes noun if quantifier
is plural, neuter, quantity-whole, used for both animate and inanimate nouns,
[mid,mid]; and nine precedence properties detailed in appendix A.

Our conditional precedence imply that there are two orderings, which supports dif-
ferent orderings in pronouns and nouns, adjectives and nouns and in quantifier and
nouns in for instance, rules 10 and 11; 14 and 15 and 13 and 17 of our CFG and also
in literature [73].

We were also able to induce three precedence rules that are not in the English prop-
erties. We induced:

i np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective))

ii np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner))

iii np(precedence(quantifier,proper-noun))
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Figure 6.2: Summary of precedence results
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In figure 6.2, the box labelled English precedence properties contains all the precedence
properties of English used in our model. We represent each precedence constraint with
different colours to enable readers to be able to easily read and identify the different
constraints. The precedence properties are input into the womb grammar model,
depicted with the use of arrows directed into the womb grammars box and the output
is rendered in the box labelled as induced Yorùbá grammar. These properties are
also labelled in different colours for the afore mentioned reasons. For conditional
properties, we display only one ordering because, these are those induced by our
model for having unique traits, and the converse orderings can be infered. We can
assume that the ordering infered by our model is like an allomorph which occurs in
specific contexts and the converse not inferred is like a morpheme which occurs in a
more general context. The box labelled induce grammar of Yorùbá thus shows only
properties present in the target language.

3 Requirement: We do not induce any requirement between nouns and determiner. This
is because there exist no unique feature(s) which can be said to be responsible for
the requirement property succeeding sometimes and failing at other times. This is
consistent with our CFG which has rules where nouns occur without determiners as
well as rules where nouns occur with determiners. This conclusion is also presented
in research [20, 17, 10].

4 Dependency: Our model induced one dependency rule np(dependency(quantifier, noun)).
Our system was able to find that dependency between quantifiers and nouns succeeded
in all relevant phrases, but this is not explicit in our CFG. [10] lays claim to the fact
that quantifiers have plural number and the nouns beside them take on their plural
status, however, he did not explicitly mention a dependency relation between them.

5 Obligatority: Obligatority succeeded in all input phrases, showing that at least one of
noun, pronoun and proper-nouns is a compulsory constituent of Yorùbá. Our CFG
also shows these three constituents occur at least once in all rules.
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Figure 6.3: Summary of requirement, dependency and obligatority results
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In figure 6.3, the box labelled English dependency, requirement and obligatority prop-
erties contains all the dependency, requirement and obligatority properties of English used
in our model. We represent each dependency, requirement and obligatority constraint with
different colours to enable readers to be able to easily read and identify the different con-
straints. The dependency, requirement and obligatority properties are input into the womb
grammar model, depicted with the use of arrows directed into the womb grammars box and
the output is rendered in the box labelled as induced Yorùbá grammar. These properties are
also labelled in different colours for the afore mentioned reasons. The box labelled induce
grammar of Yorùbá thus shows only properties present in the target language.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have shown the simplicity with which Womb Grammars automatically induce the gram-
mar of Yorùbá from that of English despite the peculiarities in the grammar of Yorùbá and
English that can make this very difficult which makes our model very useful in language
development and language documentation.

We have also presented a concrete system, for inducing Yorùbá grammar that consti-
tutes a proof of concept for the Womb Grammar model[42]. WGs we learnt is a system
that allows users to input grammar description of a source language (ours being English)
in modular and declarative fashion, in terms of the linguistic constraints that relate to the
subset of noun phrases. We considered (constituency, precedence, dependency, obligator-
ity, requirement). Since such descriptions also stand alone as a purely linguistic model of a
language’s syntax, our system can cater even for users who are not conversant with coding,
such as pure linguists wanting to perform syntactic model transformation experiments aided
by computers. Their purely (constraint-based) linguistic descriptions of syntax automati-
cally turn into executable code when appended to our own code. We also used a subset of
noun phrases which can accept any number of adjectives making our model extensible to
induce even finer details such as precedence order of adjectives if we so desire.

As we have seen, our system automatically transforms a user’s syntactic description of
a source language into that of a target language, of which only the lexicon and a set of
representative sample phrases are known. While demonstrated specifically for English as
source language and Yorùbá as target language, our implementation can accept any other
pair of languages for inducing the syntactic constraints of one from that of the other, as
long as their description can be done in terms of the supported constraints.

We have thus adapted a flexible modelling framework solidly grounded in linguistic
knowledge representation which, through constraint solving, turns into an efficiently exe-
cutable problem solving tool. We maintain the modularity feature of the first implemen-
tation in our adaptation, therefore, our model can support revision and adaptation quite
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straightforwardly: new constraints between immediate daughters of any phrase can be mod-
ularly added and implemented, without touching the rest of the system.

Our model allows for accommodating solution revisions at execution time by interacting
with a linguist whenever constraints can not be induced consistently. Visual representations
of the output that would be helpful for linguists in this respect have been explored in [5].

7.1 Possible extensions

We covered a useful subset of Yorùbá noun phrases, but there are some phenomena not
covered here. For instance, there are some words that are noun phrases with a determiner
interfixed between two words. For example, ọmọkọ́mọ (child any child), ilékílé (house any
house), asọkásọ (dress any dress), ìwàkuwà (behaviour any behaviour), ìgbàkigbà (time any
time) etc. In certain contexts, these words have a different meaning, as in, ọmọkọ̀mọ(child
bad child), ilèkìlè(house bad house), ìwàkuwà (behaviour bad behaviour) etc and these
contexts, determine the categories that can occur around them. It would be interesting
to develop a parser that accomodates these features. Extending our program to identify
and parse features such as vowel elision, assimilation of tones, compensatory lengthening
and other phonological processes that have grammatical functions in Yorùbá would also be
helpful.

Also, our formalism uses word/3 to build its own lexicon manually, which makes it dif-
ficult to use a very large corpus. Subsequent versions will work at implementing a module
that can automatically build the lexicon, perhaps using a tree bank. Further interesting
ramifications of our work would also include: testing our system for a larger coverage of syn-
tax (we have addressed noun phrases so far), inducing other constraints (besides precedence
and constituency constraints which we induced) present in the source language but not in
the target language, testing our model on other tonal-sensitive languages, studying how
assimilation influences language structure especially in tone languages, studying whether
any further constraints or approach extensions would be needed to accommodate families
of languages not easily describable within our approach (e.g. languages which have differ-
ent categories from the source language, those who have different inflectional paradigms
from the source language, those that exhibit constraints not among our allowable set of
constraints). Extending our work to also handle certain lexical, and syntactic ambiguities
will be a step in the right direction.
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Appendix A

Results

1 <0> ọmọ <1>

child
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-1
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-1
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-1

2 <0> táyò <1>

Tayo
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-1
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(proper-noun))0-1; 0-1

3 <0> àwon <1>

they
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-1
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-1

4 <0> táyò <1> kan <2>

Tayo a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(proper-noun))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner))0-2; 0-2

5 <0> táyò <1> kékeré <2> kan <3>

Tayo small a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
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Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(proper-noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective))0-2; 0-3

6 <0> táyò <1> òbùn <2> kékeré <3> kan <4>

Tayo dirty small a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))3-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(proper-noun))0-1; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))2-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner))0-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective))0-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective))0-2; 0-4

7 <0> akọ <1> eran <2> kékeré <3>

male goat small
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-3

8 <0> abo <1> eran <2> kékeré <3>

female goat small
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-3

9 <0> kékeré <1> eran <2>
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small goat
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

10 <0> aṣọ <1> kékeré <2> kan <3>

dress small a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3

11 <0> aṣọ <1> funfun <2> kékeré <3>

dress white small
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-3

12 <0> eran <1> dúdú <2> ńlá <3> náà <4>

goat black big the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))3-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))2-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-3; 0-4
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Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-4

13 <0> ìwo <1> náà <2>

you the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))0-2; 0-2

14 <0> ọmọ <1> náà <2>

child the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2

15 <0> ọmọ <1> àkókó <2> náà <3>

child first the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3

16 <0> àwon <1> ọmọ <2> náà <3>

they child the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
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Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))0-3; 0-3

17 <0> ajá <1> ńlá <2> kan <3>

dog big a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3

18 <0> okùn <1> gígùn <2>

rope long
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

19 <0> okùn <1> gígùn <2> kan <3>

rope long a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3

20 <0> ẹja <1> tútù <2>
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fish fresh
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

21 <0> òkú <1> eran <2> kan <3>

dead goat a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-3

22 <0> ayé <1> kan <2>

life a
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2

23 <0> ilé-ìwé <1> náà <2>

school the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))0-2; 0-2

24 <0> ìdajì <1> ọmọ <2> náà <3>

half child the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
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Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,determiner))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3

25 <0> òbùn <1> ọmọ <2>

dirty child
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

26 <0> ọmọ <1> òbùn <2>

child dirty
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

27 <0> àwon <1> ọmọ <2>

they child
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

28 <0> àwon <1> ọmọ <2> púpò <3> náà <4>

they child plenty the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))3-4; 0-4
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Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,adjective))2-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))1-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,adjective))0-3; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))1-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))0-4; 0-4

29 <0> àwon <1> ọmọ <2> won <3> náà <4>

they child they the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))3-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))1-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))1-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))1-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))2-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))0-4; 0-4

30 <0> àwon <1> ọmọ <2> púpò <3>

they child plenty
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,adjective))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-3

31 <0> gbogbo <1> aṣọ <2> kékeré <3>
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all dress small
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,adjective))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-3

32 <0> gbogbo <1> àwon <2> aṣọ <3> won <4> náà <5>

all they dress they the
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))3-4; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))2-3; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(determiner))4-5; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))3-4; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))1-2; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))2-3; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun))0-4; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun))0-2; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,determiner))0-5; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-5
Failed Property: np(precedence(determiner,noun))2-5; 0-5
Failed Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))2-4; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))1-3; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))2-5; 0-5
Failed Property: np(dependence(determiner,noun))2-5; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))3-5; 0-5
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,determiner))1-5; 0-5

33 <0> gbogbo <1> àwon <2> aṣọ <3> funfun <4>

all they dress white
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))1-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))3-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))2-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun))0-2; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,adjective))0-4; 0-4
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Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))1-3; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,adjective))1-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))2-4; 0-4
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-4
Failed Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))2-4; 0-4
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))2-3; 0-4

34 <0> ìdajì <1> ọmọ <2> kékeré <3>

half child small
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,adjective))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-3
Failed Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))1-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-3

35 <0> ìgbà <1> gbogbo <2>

time all
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

36 <0> gbogbo <1> táyò <2>

all Tayo
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(proper-noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,proper-noun))0-2; 0-2

37 <0> ìdajì <1> aṣọ <2>

half dress
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
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Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

38 <0> òpòlopò <1> ogbón <2>

plenty wisdom
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

39 <0> ẹbí <1> gbogbo <2>

family all
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

40 <0> gbogbo <1> àwon <2> ẹbí <3>

all they family
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))2-3; 0-3

41 <0> gbogbo <1> àwon <2> ilé-ìwé <3>

all they school
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))2-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(quantifier))0-1; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))1-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))2-3; 0-3
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Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun))0-2; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))1-3; 0-3
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(quantifier,noun))0-3; 0-3
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))2-3; 0-3

42 <0> akúsè <1> ọmọ <2>

poor child
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

43 <0> òpòlopò <1> èrò <2>

plenty traveller
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

44 <0> òye <1> ńlá <2>

intelligence big
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(adjective))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))0-1; 0-2
Failed Property: np(precedence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(dependence(adjective,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))0-1; 0-2

45 <0> àwon <1> egbé <2>

they group
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun]))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(pronoun))0-1; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(constituency(noun))1-2; 0-2
Succeeded Property: np(precedence(pronoun,noun))0-2; 0-2
Failed Property: np(requirement(noun,determiner))1-2; 0-2

There are 45 phrases.
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Failed properties with the number of times they fail:-
1[np(requirement(noun,determiner)),[[[plural,neuter,collective,animate,
[mid-high]],[],3], [[dual,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-low]],[],1],
[[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[low-low]],[],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],[],8],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],[],1],
[[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],[],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],[],3],
[[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[low-low]],[],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],[],3],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],[],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],[],1]],24]
2[np(precedence(adjective,noun)),
[[[dual,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-low]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[plural,neuter,quantity-countable,both,[high-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive,both,[high-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive,inanimate,[high-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-high]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,number,both,[low-high-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[high-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],2],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],2]],19]
3[np(precedence(quantifier,noun)),[[[plural,neuter,collective,animate,
[mid-high]],
[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[low-low]],
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[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],1]],2]
4[np(dependence(adjective,noun)),[[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,
[high-mid-high]],[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-high]],
[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1]],4]
5[np(dependence(determiner,noun)),[[[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],[plural,neuter,common,animate,
[mid-mid]],4],
[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,
[mid-low]],1],
[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],[dual,neuter,common,animate,
[mid-high]],1],
[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,
[mid-mid]],1]],8]
6[np(precedence(pronoun,noun)),[[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[plural,neuter,both,third-person-elided,[mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[plural,neuter,both,third-person-elided,[mid]],1]],2]
7[np(precedence(determiner,noun)),[[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,
[mid-mid]], [dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],[dual,neuter,definite,both,
[mid,low]],4],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],[[singular,neuter,abstract,
inanimate,[mid-high]],[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],[singular,neuter,
indefinite,both,[mid]],1], [[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],[dual,neuter,definite,both,
[mid,low]],3],[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1]],14]
8[np(precedence(determiner,adjective)),
[[[plural,neuter,quantity-countable,both,[high-low]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive,inanimate,[high-low]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
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[[dual,neuter,number,both,[low-high-high]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],3],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1]],11]

Succeeded properties with the number of times they succeed:-
1[np(precedence(pronoun,noun)),
[[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],
[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[mid-high]],2],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],5]],10]
2[np(constituency(noun)),[[[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[mid-high]],3],
[[dual,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[low-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],11],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],4],
[[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[low-low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],7],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[singular,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],1],
[[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],2]],38]
3[np(constituency(pronoun)),[[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],11],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person-elided,[mid]],2],
[[singular,neuter,both,second-person,[low,mid]],1]],14]
4[np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun])),[[pronoun,14],[noun,38],
[proper-noun,5]],57]
5[np(dependence(adjective,noun)),
[[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable,both,[low-low-mid-low]],
[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[low-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[mid-high-low]],
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[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable,both,[low-low-mid-low]],
[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-countable,both,[high-low]],
[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive,both,[high-low]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive,inanimate,[high-low]],
[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,number,both,[low-high-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],3],
[[dual,feminine,attributive,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,masculine,attributive,both,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1]],23]
6[np(constituency(adjective)),[[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,
[high-high]],3],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable,both,[low-low-mid-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[mid-high-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],9],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],2],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-countable,both,[high-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],3],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive,both,[high-low]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive,inanimate,[high-low]],2],
[[dual,neuter,number,both,[low-high-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[high-high]],1],
[[dual,feminine,attributive,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,masculine,attributive,both,[mid-mid]],1]],30]
7[np(precedence(adjective,noun)),
[[[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable,both,[low-low-mid-low]],
[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[low-low]],1],
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[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[mid-high-low]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable,both,[low-low-mid-low]],
[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],1],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-high]],
[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,feminine,attributive,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,masculine,attributive,both,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1]],8]
8[np(dependence(quantifier,noun)),[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,
[mid,mid]],[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[mid-high]],2],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[low-low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],
[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],3]],10]
9[np(precedence(quantifier,noun)),[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,
[mid,mid]],[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,collective,animate,[mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],
[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],2],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],3]],8]
10[np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun)),
[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],4],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[plural,neuter,both,third-person-elided,[mid]],1]],5]
11[np(constituency(quantifier)),[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,
[mid,mid]],8],[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],3]],11]
12[np(precedence(quantifier,proper-noun)),[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,
both,[mid,mid]],[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,[high,low]],1]],1]
13[np(constituency(proper-noun)),[[[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,[high,low]],5]],5]
14[np(precedence(quantifier,adjective)),[[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,
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[low,mid,low]],[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],1]],3]
15[np(precedence(pronoun,adjective)),[[[plural,neuter,both,third-person
,[low,mid]],[dual,neuter,descriptive-colour,both,[mid-mid]],1],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],
[plural,neuter,quantity-countable,both,[high-low]],2]],3]
16[np(precedence(pronoun,determiner)),[[[plural,neuter,both,third-person,
[low,mid]],[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],4],
[[plural,neuter,both,third-person-elided,[mid]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],2],
[[singular,neuter,both,second-person,[low,mid]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1]],7]
17[np(requirement(noun,determiner)),[[[plural,neuter,common,inanimate,
[mid-mid]],[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],4],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[singular,neuter,abstract,inanimate,[mid-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-low]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-high]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],3],
[[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-mid]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],1]],14]
18[np(precedence(quantifier,determiner)),
[[[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,[mid,mid]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1],
[[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],
[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],1]],2]
19[np(constituency(determiner)),[[[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],10],
[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],8]],18]
20[np(dependence(determiner,noun)),[[[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],
[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,[mid-high-low-high]],1],
[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],[singular,neuter,abstract,inanimate,
[mid-high]],1],[[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],
[singular,neuter,common,animate,[mid-mid]],1],
[[dual,neuter,definite,both,[mid,low]],[dual,neuter,common,animate,
[mid-mid]],3]],6]
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21[np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective)),[[[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,[high,low]],
[dual,neuter,attributive,animate,[low-low]],1],[[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,
[high,low]],[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],2]],3]
22[np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner)),[[[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,[high,low]],
[singular,neuter,indefinite,both,[mid]],3]],3]

Induced Property Grammar rules for Yoruba Noun phrases::-

-Conditional np(precedence(pronoun,noun)):-
pronoun precedes noun if pronoun is plural, neuter, used for both animate
and inanimate nouns, third-person, [low,mid], .

-Conditional np(precedence(adjective,noun)):-
adjective precedes noun if adjective is plural, neuter, quantity-uncountable,

used for both animate and inanimate nouns, [low-low-mid-low], .

-Conditional np(precedence(adjective,noun)):-
adjective precedes noun if adjective is dual, neuter, attributive, animate,
[mid-high-low], .

-Conditional np(precedence(adjective,noun)):-
adjective precedes noun if adjective is plural, neuter, quantity-uncountable,

used for both animate and inanimate nouns, [low-low-mid-low].

-Conditional np(precedence(quantifier,noun)):-
quantifier precedes noun if quantifier is plural, neuter, quantity-whole,
used for both animate and inanimate nouns, [mid,mid], .

-np(precedence(quantifier,pronoun)):-
quantifier precedes pronoun in all 5 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(quantifier,proper-noun)):-
quantifier precedes proper-noun in all 1 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(quantifier,adjective)):-
quantifier precedes adjective in all 3 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(pronoun,adjective)):-
pronoun precedes adjective in all 3 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(pronoun,determiner)):-
pronoun precedes determiner in all 7 relevant phrases
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-np(precedence(quantifier,determiner)):-
quantifier precedes determiner in all 2 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(proper-noun,adjective)):-
proper-noun precedes adjective in all 3 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(proper-noun,determiner)):-
proper-noun precedes determiner in all 3 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(determiner,noun)):-
determiner precedes noun in all 14 relevant phrases

-np(precedence(determiner,adjective)):-
determiner precedes adjective in all 11 relevant phrases

-noun is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 38 phrases.

-pronoun is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 14 phrases.

-np(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun])):-
[noun,proper-noun,pronoun] are obligatority.
It succeeds in all 57 occurrences.
pronoun succeeds in all 14 occurrences;

noun succeeds in all 38 occurrences;

proper-noun succeeds in all 5 occurrences;

-adjective is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 30 phrases.

-quantifier is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 11 phrases.

-proper-noun is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 5 phrases.

-determiner is a constituent of noun phrases. It occurs in 18 phrases.

-np(dependence(quantifier,noun)):-
quantifier and noun have a dependency relation in all 10 phrases.
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Appendix B

Context free grammar of our
subset Yorùbá noun phrases

We use adj for adjectives, det for determiners, pro for pronouns, pn for proper-nouns and
quant for quantifiers. We also create variables that refer to the multiple categories that can
occur in a particular environment. So that adjs refers to the presence of between 0 and
two adjectives; dets refers to 0 or 1 determiner; kernel refers to nouns or proper-nouns. We
accomodate any number of adjectives in our subset. [17].

1. adjs --> [].
2. adjs --> adj.
3. adjs --> adj, adjs.
4. dets--> det.
5. dets-->[].
6. kernel--> n.
7. kernel--> pn.
8. np--> kernel, adjs, dets.
9. np--> pro, dets.
10. np--> pro, n, adjs, dets.
11. np--> n, pro, dets.
12. np--> pro, n, pro, dets.
13. np--> n, quant.
14. np--> quant, n, adjs.
15. np--> adj, n.
16. np--> quant, kernel, dets.
17. np--> quant, pro, n, adj.
quant-->[gbogbo].%all
quant-->[idaji].%half
n-->[eran].%goat
n-->[iwe]. %book
n-->[ile-iwe]. %school
n-->[okun]. %rope
det-->[naa]. %definite article the
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det-->[kan]. %indefinite article a
det-->[yii]. %this
adj-->[kekere].%small
adj-->[funfun].%white
adj-->[dudu].%black
adj-->[tutu].%fresh
adj-->[gigun].%long
adj-->[nla].%big
adj-->[pupo].%plenty
adj-->[obun].%big
adj-->[akoko].%big
pn-->[tayo].%proper noun
pro-->[awon]. % they
pro-->[tiwo]. % you
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Appendix C

Property grammar of our subset of
noun phrases of English

english_properties([
g(obligatority([noun,proper-noun,pronoun])),
g(constituency(determiner)),
g(constituency(quantifier)),
g(constituency(pronoun)),
g(constituency(adjective)),
g(constituency(noun)),
g(constituency(proper-noun)),
g(np(precedence(adjective, proper-noun))) %beautiful British Columbia
g(np(precedence(determiner, proper-noun))) %the United states
g(precedence(quantifier, pronoun)), %all his
g(precedence(quantifier, determiner)), %all the
g(precedence(quantifier, adjective)), %all beautiful
g(precedence(quantifier, noun)), %all books
g(precedence(determiner,adjective)), %the beautiful...
g(precedence(determiner,noun)),%the baby
g(precedence(pronoun,noun)), %Your sons e.g (all your sons)
g(precedence(pronoun,adjective)),%Your young e.g (all your young...)
g(precedence(adjective,noun)),%beautiful baby
g(requirement(noun, determiner)),
g(dependence(determiner,noun)),
g(dependence(quantifier,noun)),
g(dependence(adjective,noun))]).
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Appendix D

Definitions

1 Turing machine is a quintiple (K, Σ, δ, s,H) where: K = Finite set of states Σ = an
alphabet containing at least θ and ♢ but not ← or → s ∈ K is the start state, H ⊆ K
is the set of halting states, δ is a function such that: (K-H) * Σ to K * (Σ ∪ →, ←),
if ⋄ is input symbol, then the action is → and ⋄ can never be written.

2 Recursively enumerable grammar Rules are of the form: α → β, where α and β are
arbitrary strings over V and α ̸= ϵ

3 A context sensitive grammar is a four tuple G =(N, Σ, P, S), where: N = Set of non-
terminal symbols Σ = Set of terminal symbols S = Start symbol P = Finite set of
productions rules. Rule are of the form: αAβ → αBβ S → ϵ where A, S ∈ N α, β, B
∈ (N ∪ Σ)* B ̸= ϵ

4 A context-free grammar is a four tuple G =(V, Σ, P, S), where: V = A finite set of
symbols called a vocabulary Σ ⊆ V = Set of terminal symbols S ∈ (V-Σ)= Start
symbol P ⊆(V-Σ)* V*= Finite set of productions rules. Rules are of the form: A →
α where A ∈ V, α ∈ (V ∪ Σ)

5 A regular grammar is a four tuple G =(N, Σ, P, S), where: N = A finite set of symbols
called a vocabulary Σ = Set of terminal symbols S ∈ N = Start symbol P = Finite
set of productions, each having one of the following forms: A → aB A → a A → ϵ,
where A, B, ∈ N, a ∈ Σ and ϵ is the empty string
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Appendix E

Lexicon and input phrases in the
Womb Grammar model

% LEXICON: word(Category,Traits,Word)
[kan]::> word(determiner,[singular,neuter, indefinite, both, [mid]],kan).
[náà]::> word(determiner,[dual,neuter, definite, both, [mid,low]],náà).
[yìí]::> word(determiner,[dual,neuter,demonstrative,both, [high,low]],yìí).

%nouns
[aṣọ]::> word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, inanimate, [mid-mid]],aṣọ).
[eran]::> word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, animate, [mid-mid]],eran).
[ọmọ]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, animate, [mid-mid]],ọmọ).
[ẹja]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, animate, [mid-mid]],ẹja).
[ajá]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, animate, [mid-high]],ajá).
[okùn]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, inanimate, [mid-low]],okùn).
[ilé-ìwé]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter,common,inanimate,
[mid-high-low-high]],ilé-ìwé).
[ìwé]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, common, inanimate, [low-high]],ìwé).
[iṣé]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, abstract, inanimate, [mid-high]],iṣé).
[ayé]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, abstract, inanimate, [mid-high]],ayé).
[ìgbà]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, abstract, inanimate, [low-low]],ìgbà).
[ogbón]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, abstract, inanimate, [mid-high]],ogbón).
[òye]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, abstract, inanimate, [mid-low]],òye).
[ẹbí]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, collective, animate, [mid-high]],ẹbí).
[èrò]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, collective, animate, [low-low]],èrò).
[egbé]::>word(noun,[dual,neuter, collective, animate, [mid-high]],egbé).

%adjectives
[kékeré] ::>
word(adjective,[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both,[high-mid-high]],kékeré).
[ńlá] ::> word(adjective,[dual,neuter,descriptive-size,both, [high-high]],ńlá).
[dúdú] ::>
word(adjective,[dual,neuter, descriptive-colour, both,[high-high]],dúdú).
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[funfun]::> word(adjective,[dual,neuter, descriptive-colour,both,
[mid-mid]],funfun).
[tútù]::>word(adjective,[dual,neuter, descriptive, both, [high-low]],tútù).
[gígùn]::>word(adjective,[dual,neuter,descriptive,inanimate,
[high-low]],gígùn).
[púpò]::>word(adjective,[plural,neuter, quantity-countable, both,
[high-low]],púpò).
[òpòlopò]::>word(adjective,[plural,neuter,quantity-uncountable, both,
[low-low-mid-low]],òpòlopò).
[àkókó]::> word(adjective,[dual,neuter, number, both, [low-high-high]],àkókó).
[òbùn]::>word(adjective,[dual,neuter, attributive, animate, [low-low]],òbùn).
[òkú] ::> word(adjective,[dual,neuter, attributive, animate, [low-high]],òkú).
[akúsè] ::> word(adjective,[dual,neuter, attributive, animate,
[mid-high-low]],akúsè).
[akọ]::> word(adjective,[dual,masculine,attributive,both,[mid-mid]],akọ).
[abo]::> word(adjective,[dual,feminine,attributive,animate,[mid-mid]],abo).

%quantifier
[gbogbo] ::> word(quantifier,[plural,neuter,quantity-whole,both,
[mid,mid]],gbogbo).
[ìdajì]::>word(quantifier,[plural,neuter,quantity-part,both,[low,mid,low]],ìdajì).

%proper noun
[táyò] ::> word(proper-noun,[dual,neuter,tba,n/a,[high,low]],táyò).

%pronoun
[àwon]::>word(pronoun,[plural,neuter,both,third-person,[low,mid]],àwon).
[ìwo]::>word(pronoun,[singular,neuter, both, second-person,[low,mid]],ìwo).
[tìwo]::>word(pronoun,[singular,neuter, both, second-person,[low,mid]],tìwo).
[won]::>word(pronoun,[plural,neuter, both, third-person-elided,[mid]],won).

tr(kan, a).
tr(náà, the).
tr(yii, this).
tr(akọ, male).
tr(abo, female).
tr(aṣọ, dress).
tr(eran, goat).
tr(ọmọ, child).
tr(ẹja, fish).
tr(ajá, dog).
tr(okùn, rope).
tr(iṣé, work).
tr(ẹbí, family).
tr(ogbón, wisdom).
tr(òye, intelligence).
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tr(ayé, life).
tr(ilé-ìwé, school).
tr(ìwé, book).
tr(ìgbà, time).
tr(èrò, traveller).
tr(egbé,group).
tr(kékeré, small).
tr(ńlá, big).
tr(dúdú, black).
tr(funfun, white).
tr(tútù, fresh).
tr(gígùn, long).
tr(púpò, plenty).
tr(òbùn, dirty).
tr(àkókó, first).
tr(òpòlopò, plenty).
tr(òkú, dead).
tr(akúsè, poor).
tr(gbogbo, all).
tr(ìdajì, half).
tr(táyò, 'Tayo').
tr(àwon, they).
tr(ìwo, you).
tr(tìwo, yours).
tr(won, they).

translate([]).
translate([Yoruba|Tail]):-
tr(Yoruba, English),%dictionary
write(' '),
write(English),
write(' '),
translate(Tail).

%SAMPLE PARSES/TESTS
inputstring([
[ọmọ],
[táyò],
[àwon],
[táyò, kan],
[táyò, kékeré, kan],
[táyò, òbùn, kékeré, kan],
[akọ, eran, kékeré],
[abo,eran, kékeré],
[kékeré, eran],
[aṣọ, kékeré, kan],
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[aṣọ, funfun, kékeré],
[eran, dúdú, ńlá, náà],
[ìwo, náà],
[ọmọ,náà],
[ọmọ, àkókó, náà],
[àwon, ọmọ, náà],
[ajá, ńlá, kan],
[okùn, gígùn],
[okùn, gígùn, kan],
[ẹja, tútù],
[òkú, eran,kan],
[ayé, kan],
[ilé-ìwé, náà],
[ìdajì, ọmọ, náà],
[òbùn, ọmọ],
[ọmọ, òbùn],
[àwon, ọmọ],
[àwon, ọmọ, púpò, náà],
[àwon, ọmọ, won, náà],
[àwon, ọmọ, púpò],
[gbogbo, aṣọ, kékeré],
[gbogbo, àwon, aṣọ, won, náà],
[gbogbo, àwon, aṣọ, funfun],
[ìdajì, ọmọ, kékeré],
[ìgbà, gbogbo],
[gbogbo,táyò],
[ìdajì, aṣọ],
[òpòlopò, ogbón],
[ẹbí,gbogbo],
[gbogbo, àwon, ẹbí],
[gbogbo, àwon, ilé-ìwé ],
[akúsè, ọmọ],
[òpòlopò,èrò],
[òye, ńlá],
[àwon, egbé]
]).
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